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Foreword

B
angladesh Mahila Parishad is working to establish Women’s equal rights in a holistic approach since its inception

1970. As a part of its movement for political empowerment of women, BMP gives emphasis on women’s active in-

volvement in the political process, awareness regarding their citizen rights and responsibilities, participation in the

electoral process (from Parliament to local Government) building leadership for social development.  In this context BMP

runs the programme towards ‘Strengthening Local Government Empowering Grassroots Women’.

BMP completed 3rd year ( July 2013 – June 2014) of the project and  publish its Annual Report, July 2013 –June 2014 of the

project titled, ‘Strengthening Local Government through empowerment of grassroots Women’ funded by the Royal Danish

Embassy. The project is intended to i) create opportunities for enhanced grassroots-driven skills and confidence and better

understanding of the needs of women and ii) to establish mutual support mechanisms in the local government for women to

achieve their potential and iii) to build opportunities for increased participation of women in politics. As such, the programmes

and activities of the project significantly contribute towards achieving the desired goals of BMP. 

BMP places strong emphasis in equal participation of women and men in encouraging and helping the good governance sus-

tained in the society and that in the state. In view of that, it has been working with multidimensional approach focusing on

violence against women, political empowerment, and capacity building etc. in collaboration with all relevant stakeholders

including the state, the society, and the women and like all in a body. BMP, upon the practical working experiences of the last

forty four years and more believes that women’s political empowerment is one of the principal indicator of women’s empow-

erment because the political awareness in women, especially their participation in the political decision making process is

considered to be one of the main indicators of empowerment. It is also essential for national development.

Lack of political awareness in women, especially of those at the grassroots level prevents women from taking part in the po-

litical obligations. In course of the gradual implementation of the project and with having the firm commitment of the BMP

leadership including those of the leaders and organizers dedicated to the cause of women’s empowerment at the grassroots

level, BMP is putting its efforts in the achievement of the targets of the project which will eventually be used to capture the

determination of the vast majority of women so exposed to create an enabling environment towards removing gender dispar-

ity.

Women’s political empowerment has been included in the global human development agenda centering gender equality since

Beijing platform for action 1995 and also upcoming post 2015 development program.

Women’s participation in the local Government as a whole is not satisfactory till now.

This requires interventions to build the awareness,  skills and confidence of grassroots women and to internalize the principles

of representation and accountability. It also requires a intensifying and broadening of the process of the networking. In par-

ticular this programme will pioneer the integration of vertical tiers to encourage connectedness and more responsive and ev-

idence based advocacy. The deepening and widening of the networking will enable to create a collective platform for lobbying

towards strengthen local government through participation of women in grassroots level for shaping favorable public opinion. 

Women’s involvement in the political process at the local level is needed to make them familiar with the problems and the

chemistry of the community in general and women’s needs and issues, in particular.  The Local Government (Union Parishad)

Second Amendment Act 1997 of Bangladesh provided direct elections to reserved seats for women in local level elections,

there are some serious limitations in gender balancing both in terms of governance policy and in reform agenda. It needs

control of the central government over the local government to be reduced, clear guidelines regarding roles and responsibilities

of women members and regular fiscal disbursement in favor of them, and gender budget for the local government.



Despite availability of provisions for Local Government in the 1972 Constitution of Bangladesh, genuine decentralization,

development and capacity-building of Local Government remains limited. The enabling and relatively progressive regulations

laid down in the Constitution and subsequent amendments are not fully applied in practice. Over the last decade there has

been much interest in strengthening local government by the non government actors. Some progress has been made in terms

of the political empowerment of grassroots women in demonstrating their value in raising the concerns of women at that

level. This programme seeks to support the grassroots women and potential elected women representatives to develop further,

represent their constituencies confidently and raise women’s voice so that women can exercise their rights to information and

local resources and services.

The role of women leadership and empowerment of women is not yet established; a situation in Local Government has been

the subject to question in the last two decades. BMP feels that this existing culture of local government needs to be changed

to ensure that women are treated fairly and equally and to make sure that discrimination against women is not acceptable. At

this backdrop, the said project has been designed and its composition leads to four outcomes mostly related to women’s equal

access and increased participation in local political power structure which is considered as the key element of women em-

powerment.  

In July 2013-June 2014, the Project has progressively achieved almost all of the targets of programmes and activities in a

majority of components of the project interventions. The major areas   include a combination of four critical elements-aware-

ness building, advocacy and lobby, capacity building and research & monitoring. The different interventions and its related

achievements in various aspects have contributed significantly to sensitize women and other stakeholders towards effective

participation of women in the political power structures, national and local government level. BMP has been able to provide

its full support towards all the key areas of interventions. The organization has also been able to ensure transparency, ac-

countability and efficiency in financial management and accounting procedure.

As an organization BMP faces challenges emanating from internal and external sources which often create obstacles to im-

plement the planned activities and strategies. The emerging socio-economic and political instability in the country and the

organizational resource constraints often influence the performance of BMP. However, BMP has made every effort with its

full capacity and sincerity to achieve the targets during the period under review.

We express our sincere gratitude to the Royal Danish Embassy for the effective partnership and meaningful support extended

to BMP in order to strengthen Women’s Political Rights in Bangladesh. BMP would like to thank all members and supporting

staff who are actively engaged in the struggle for women’s emancipation and empowerment in Bangladesh under the BMP’s

platform.

Maleka Banu
General Secretary 

Central Committee 

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad
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Executive Summary

B
angladesh Mahila Parishad (BMP) is right-based activist voluntary, national women’s organization, on the
principles of Equity and Equality of men and women in all spheres of life and responsiveness to social
and political rights and justice to women. With the vision to create a secular, democratic, equity based so-

ciety and state BMP’s objective is to establish justice through empowerment of women by mainstreaming them
in development process of the country. 
BMP continues to work for women in a challenging environment where women suffer from widespread social,
legal, political and economic discrimination and suppression over the decades of its efforts along with the achieve-
ments BMP has to face emerging challenges.
As a continuation of its programme for promotion of political participation of women towards achieving its goal,
BMP gives emphasis on strengthening local government and empowerment of grassroots women.  The prime in-
tention of this programme of cooperation of ‘Strengthening Local Government through Empowerment of Women’

is to build women’s confidence, knowledge and capacity at the grassroots level to encourage their mutual support
so that they can fulfill their obligations and contribute to making local government and local service provision
more responsive, especially to the needs of women. The underlying principle of the intervention suggests that
building confidence, capacities and collective action among grassroots women and providing them with net-
works of advocacy and awareness building support, linkages with the Local Government agencies and information
will result in more attention being given to the concerns and issues of women and girls in policy and practice in
public service delivery. The approach is expected to be transformational in that will focus on putting knowledge
into practice and changing attitudes, mind-set and practice.  
Political empowerment requires having access to and control over decision making process and the benefits that
are derived from political participation. It can be expressed in many ways like taking initiatives to create an enabling
environment to participate and create opportunities for all elected representatives at various levels of the Local
Government.  
Women’s participation in the decision making process and their political representation is required to enhance
women’s empowerment. Without it, issues such as poverty, violence against women, women’s equal legal status,
safety and security would be difficult to address. Ensuring that women’s representation is encouraging women to
assume political responsibilities in their own right continues to articulate their needs, demands and expectations
in the formulation of plans through participation in the local Government Institutions. 

Participation of women in political process, particularly in Local Government is indispensable for establishing
and ensuring good governance and smooth voyage of democracy in the country and is a prerequisite for women’s
empowerment and a step forward towards achieving their rights. In spite of significant achievement in different
areas, women empowerment for participation in politics at national and especially at the local level can be argued
as limited and may be seen as marginalized or manipulated. It is imperative to ensure women’s greater participation
in political affairs particularly at grassroots level, so that it may have a positive influence on establishing their
rights and enhancing their participation in the overall decision making process. 
Sustainable development of the country becomes meaningful when its total population, women and men, takes

part in the nation-building process. In Bangladesh women constitute fifty percent of the total population of the
country and as such; participation of women in all spheres of development including politics is very essential. 

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad always stresses on ensuring their participation in the Local Government system.
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Since 1997 one third women are being elected in all tires of Local Government. A post of Vice Chairman in Upazila
Parishad has been created for women. Though there is a significant number of women representatives in the local
government and is increasing yet the fruitful participation of women in Local Government are virtually very neg-
ligible and lagging behind.  Bangladesh Mahila Parishad considers that women members’ meaningful participation
in local Government bodies remains generally insignificant because there are no specific clause for the role, power
and responsibility of the women members.

As a part of movement, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad always attaches extreme emphasis to the active participation
of women in the Local Government towards   political empowerment of women, establishing democracy and good
governance. Bangladesh Mahila Parishad is providing its special efforts for increasing political participation of
women in electoral process since inception through a multidimensional approach. Without the active participation
of women and the incorporation of women’s perspective at all levels of decision-making, the goals of equality,
development and peace cannot be achieved. Women’s equal participation in political life plays a pivotal role in
the general process of the advancement of women. It is not only a demand for simple justice or democracy but
can also be seen as a necessary condition for women’s interests to be taken into account. At this back drop
“Strengthening Local Government through Empowerment of grassroots Women” project was undertaken with the
assistance of the Embassy of Denmark.

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad gained significant experience in political empowerment of women in the Local Gov-
ernment. The project area covers 10 districts of the country where Bangladesh Mahila Parishad members had been
elected at Local Government levels for several times.  The major activities of the project covers: Awareness cam-
paign on political empowerment of women strengthening Local Government, Advocacy and lobby with different
stakeholders, Capacity Building of Women Representatives of Local Government, and Research and Monitoring.

The year of July 2013-June 2014, is the third year of the project implementation and Bangladesh Mahila Parishad
has effectively achieved almost all the targets of activities and programmes under the majority of components of
the project interventions. During this period, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad contributed extensively to mobilize
women and other stakeholders to make them aware and thereby help them internalize the need towards effective
participation of women in the political power structures, national and local government level. Bangladesh Mahila
Parishad has been able to provide its full support towards all the key areas of interventions. The organization has
also been able to ensure transparency, accountability and efficiency in financial management and accounting pro-
cedure. 
The following four components of the project are being implemented in 10 different locations of the country,
namely, Dhaka Mohanagor, Mymensingh, Belabo, Sunamganj, Barisal, Kaukhali, Pirojpur,  Barguna, Madhukhali
and Natore.

Component -I Awareness campaign on political empowerment of women, strengthening local Government
Component -II Advocacy and lobby with different stakeholders
Component -III Capacity Building of Women Representatives at Local Govt. and
Component -IV Research and Monitoring.

Under the component of the ‘Awareness campaign on political empowerment of women, strengthening Local
Government’, 25 sharing meetings in 10 selected districts were organized.  Over 1,412 participants attended these
programmes of ‘sharing meeting’s held for grassroots Women, Community & Political Leaders.’ 

The elected local government representative including male and female grassroots women, community leaders,
policy makers, journalists & media representatives, various professionals, members of the civil society, elected
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public representatives including organizers and representative of Central Committee of Bangladesh Mahila
Parishad took part in these programmes organized at various locations.  The challenging social as well as organi-
zational factors which prevented women from taking active participation in electoral process were reviewed. Par-
ticipants put forward their recommendations and out of which, a set of selected recommendations are mentioned
hereunder:

The articles relating to the Local Government administration as laid down in the Constitution must be recognized
and practiced;

l Women are required to raise their awareness for overall empowerment, especially for the political empow-
erment, women should be self-reliant through economic empowerment, participation in the decision making
process at the families should be increased, positive attitude towards women should be supplemented. It
was also stated that the religious misunderstanding/misconception are the barriers of women’s empower-
ment

l United efforts of all, irrespective of women and men, is required for structuring a culture, free from all kinds
of disparity. Participation of all is necessary to establishing human rights for the women and shaping an
equality-based human society;

l Many societal obstructions are created to prevent women from flourishing their leadership qualities. The
State must make sure that women must be respected equally with men. Support should be provided for
prevalence of gender sensitive cultural environment in the LG Institutions. 

l Women are elected by the voters of three wards, while the men are elected by the electorate of the single
ward; but as for remuneration, women get the same remuneration of the men elected by a single ward. This
is seen as a disparity and it should be removed; 

l Local Government is the nearest system of governance and that is why the elected women representative
should be committed and capable of ensuring women’s access to education and healthcare, etc. All concerned
irrespective of women and men should come forward to work jointly as one to help strengthening women
at the grassroots level and women’s taking part in the Local Government. 

l Roles and responsibilities of the elected female members should be clearly defined in the manuals and
orders of local government. Preparation of budget for local government should be based on opinions from
all stakeholders including women representatives. 

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad organized 28 sharing meetings with elected representatives. A total number of 1,419
participants, mostly the elected female and male representatives attended the meetings. The meetings gave the
participants a unique opportunity to share and internalize the existing policies & laws and their practices, respective
tasks and responsibilities, prevailing issues hindering women’s proper participation in local political power struc-
tures. Elected women members themselves have identified the following as important indicators of political em-
powerment and see that these aspirations are achieved:
l equal opportunity with men to participate  in decision making process should be ensured; 
l women should be accepted & regarded as full UP workers not ‘token women’

l women should be able to work independently for communities and to conduct salish independently;
l to have control over public resources.

A series of dialogues were held through ‘sharing meetings with Chairmen, UP Members and Councilors so that
the elected women representatives are facilitated to execute their responsibilities smoothly and with efficiency.
These dialogues eventually contributed in gradual change of Chairmen’s attitude and thus, an enabling environment
is created for elected women representatives to carry out their responsibilities without resistance.
A set of recommendations were made in this regard:
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l To involve elected Women representatives into all committees and sub-committees for increasing their
power in decision making process and policy formulation;

l To make available of allocation of specific budget in favour of women representatives; 
l To ensure that the roles and responsibilities of the elected women members are clearly defined in the Man-

uals and various other instructions & orders circulated by the Local Government; 
l To have obtained collaboration of male members as supportive towards female members;
l To ensure that men are proactively willing to accept women’s capacity and capability and recognition should

be demonstrated and applied; 
l To train elected women representatives on their respective roles and responsibilities so that they can play

their own roles properly by taking up leadership positions;
l To have emphasized the role of men in preventing violence against women;
l To  ensure women’s social security against all vulnerability and risks; 
l To establish mutual support mechanisms between tiers of government for women to achieve their potential.

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad organized 28 sharing meetings with the officials of the local administration with the
participation of representatives and officials of various departments of the local administration. A total number of
1,539 participants including an  Additional Secretary; 5 (five) Deputy Commissioners of the districts of Barisal,
Natore, Pirojpur, Sunamganj & Dhaka; 4 (four) Additional Deputy Commissioners of Barisal, Barguna and Sunam-
ganj; 4 (four) Municipal Mayors; 7 (seven) UNOs of Pirojpur, Belabo, Mymensingh, Madhukhali, Natore,
Kawkhali and Barguna; 2 (two) Additional District Magistrates; 2 (two) Superintendents of Police, one Assistant
Police Superintendent and an Inspector of Police;
The meetings emphasized the need of establishing an effective interaction between local administration and the
elected women representatives and unanimously expressed the need and importance of women’s participation in
the on-going development activities, which is to be made visible. The visibility can be ensured through women’s
collective efforts to come forward with proactive and supportive collaboration of the local government machineries.
They also identified that a woman-friendly society is the key to have achieved participation of women.
The sharing meetings held with the representatives of the local Administration contributed to creating a bridge of
cooperation between them and the elected representatives. The elected grassroots women representatives are now
empowered to share & raise their concerns and issues with the appropriate representatives of the local Adminis-
tration straight away with those like the Deputy Commissioners, the UNOs, the Mayors, Upazila Chairmen, etc.
As a consequence, the gap persisted between the local administration and the elected women public representatives
are reduced to a great extent. 

A set of recommendations were made in this regard: 
l in order to provide better services, an effective coordination between local elected representatives and the

Government officials;
l need of framing an appropriate policy and corresponding rules and regulations to improve the relationship

between govt. agencies and the representatives of local govt.;
l Various local level committees of the respective agencies are to be activated with the participation of local

govt. representatives, particularly of those of   women;
l Formulation of clear guidelines and instructions to ensure that the elected women representatives get the

share of revenue allocations; 
l It needs to be ensured that the Panel Chairman of the Union Parishad must be elected through direct votes

of the 13 elected representatives of the UP; 
l Provisions have been introduced to encourage women’s participation in elections including separate voting

booths which ensure separate queues; 
l The officials of the local administration are prepared to support elected women representatives and potential
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elected women representatives to develop further; 
l Elected women representatives should be more dynamic to represent their constituencies well and amplify

women’s voice so that women can exercise their rights to information and local services;

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad organized 13 sharing meetings with the local media representatives in 10 districts. A
total number of 573 representatives of the local media (print & electronic), including the elected male and female
members, UP Chairmen, Councilors, Political leaders, BMP central and field level members attended the pro-
grammes. In making a gender sensitive society, the meetings emphasized the active role of print and electronic
media and stressed the importance of organizing more sharing meetings and roundtable conferences with media
personnel for addressing the culturally determined subordination of women in society in the economic, social and
political spheres. They were particularly urged to highlight the on-going level of gender-based violence, most pro-
nounced by male violence against women in both a shameful abuse of human rights and a significant barrier to
positive economic and social outcomes.
l In making a gender sensitive society, the meetings emphasized that the print and electronic media can play

proactive role for addressing the culturally determined subordination of women in society in the economic,
social and political spheres; 

l The media was urged to highlight the obstructions and hindrances faced by the elected women representa-
tives of the Local Government, especially of the lowest tier, the UP at the grassroots level; 

l Senior journalists like Editors, Sub-editors should be invited in sharing meetings.
l Local media-men are addressed and discussed to publish news-items on overall development goal for

women’s empowerment that covers in promoting and protecting women’s rights; eliminating discrimination
against women; enhancing women’s participation in mainstream political activities; ensuring women’s em-
powerment in the field of polities and decision making; acknowledging women’s contribution in social and
economic spheres; depict positive images of women; 

l It was recognized that the media has the opportunities to continue highlighting the uneven and slow progress
in achieving the target of women in leadership and decision-making at all levels including the local gov-
ernment at the grassroots level, and the media was urged to bring out the ‘case studies’ and ‘success stories’
executed by the elected women representatives of the local government on a regular basis and on priority
to provide inspirational motivation to their male counterparts towards achieving gender balance;

The local media representatives were acquainted with the fact that inclusion of women in decision-making would
empower them in influencing institutional changes that are necessary for reducing discrimination against women
and society as a whole. Thus, society is able to prevent social, political and economic injustices, particularly against
women.

Aiming at creating mass awareness for strengthening the Local Government through empowerment of grassroots
women, Radio spot (RDC),title, “Trinamul Narir Khamotayan” has been produced and aired by the Radio Furti
and the Radio Today in between popular programmes (10.00 AM to 2.00 PM, 5.00 PM to 6.00 PM and 10.00 PM
to 11.00 PM). The spots have been transmitted 180 times with duration of 90 seconds each. With an aim of em-
powering the women mostly political empowerment of women among the mass people at the grassroots level, the
Radio Spot was produced and put on the air. The broadcast of the messages contributed Bangladesh Mahila
Parishad to disseminate the messages to a larger number of women and men at the grassroots level at a time;
In addition, a TV spot has been designed and produced and necessary action is in progress to get it telecast.
As a part of its strong Advocacy and Lobby and to fulfill the need for making different stakeholders including the
Local Government authorities familiar with and aware of the precarious situation and hazardous condition of
women elected representatives in the Local Government bodies, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad has organized three
(3) Workshops. 
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Workshop that was held in Dhaka CIRDAP Auditorium on 6th September 2013 was chaired by Ayesha Khanam,
President, of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad. The Local Government Expert, Professor Dr. Tofayel Ahmed and
the Additional Secretary, Local Government Division, Ms. Juena Aziz, were present as the special guests.   As
many as 201 participants included UP members, Vice Chairmen, Councilors and other stakeholders attended and
participated in the discussion of the workshop. 

Workshop held at Pirojpur on 14th February 2014  was attended by 105 participants included, among others,  the
Deputy Commissioner, Pirojpur, the Upazila Chairman, the Panel Mayor (woman),the Upazila Vice Chairman,
the UP Chairmen and other elected Public representatives along with various other stakeholders including local
and central level organizers of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad. 

Workshop was organized at Madhukhali  on 26th June 2014.with participation of 74 persons included among
others, the Upazila Nirbahi Officer, the Upazila Chairman, the Vice Chairman (woman), the Principal of the local
College, the Education Officer, the Social Welfare Officer and different other stakeholders, local leaders, elites,
and General Secretary of the Central Committee,  Maleka Banu and Rehana Yunus, General Secretary of Dhaka
Mohanagar  were also present as a Central Committee representatives.

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad (BMP) expected that these day long workshops would yield in clearer and practical
understanding of the situation especially the obstructions and barriers were in existence and faced by the women
elected representatives. These workshops particularly discussed and highlighted the role of local government in
establishing democracy, good governance & empowerment of grassroots women. The objective was broadly to
capture support of the Government officials working at that level to create and help sustaining an enabling envi-
ronment for the elected women representatives to take part in the decision making process equally as those of
men.

During the period under report, four (4) ‘Round Table Discussion’ meetings were held at Natore, Mymensingh,
Kaukhali and Dhaka on 30 November 2013, 24 March 2014, 8 April 2014, and 07 June 2014, respectively. 

Natore district Branch of Bangladesh Mahila Parishad organized the Roundtable discussion meeting with a total
of 51 participants including the Deputy Commissioner, the Upazila Nirbahi Officer, women of the grassroots &
the community leaders, UP chairmen, UP Women representatives took part in the discussion. 
The Mymensigh Branch organized the ‘Roundtable Discussion’ in presence of 86 participants and was chaired by
the Deputy Director, Local Government, Mymensingh. The Kaukhali Branch organized the Roundtable with pres-
ence of 85 participants and the occasion was attended by the Deputy Commissioner, Pirojpur as the chief guest,
while the Upazila Chairman, Upazila Nirbahi Officer and the women Vice Chairman of the Upazila were present
as the special guests. 

The Roundtable organized by the Dhaka Mohanagar Branch was attended by 106 representatives included the
Deputy Commissioner, former Ward Commissioners of the City Corporations and the Officers-in-Charge of the
various Police Stations of the Dhaka Metropolitan Police. Assuring the support and necessary assistance, the par-
ticipants of the Roundtable meetings called attention to the need of women’s collective efforts to uphold the spirit
of moving the urgency of women’s participation in over-all national development. Women’s participation in the
local Government is the key to raise their needs and concerns to be felt and heard by the decision-makers at the
national level. The leadership that has been augmented by the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad is required to be per-
petuated for disseminating the message of women’s empowerment at the grassroots level.

Under the Component 2.3, eleven Billboards are set up at the eleven locations that have wide public visibility.
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The locations are at 1. Mohakhali (Opposite ICDDRB) Dhaka; 2. Manik Mia Avenue, Dhaka; 3 .Baroicha Bus
Stand, Belabo, Narsingdi; 4. Char Para Moar,  Mymensigh; 5. Ainuddin College Gate, Madhukhali, Fridpur; 6.
Natore; 7. Rupatoli Bus Stand, Barisal; 8. Old DC Office Road, Perojepur; 9. Kaukhali Upazila Gate, Perojepur;
10. Town Hall, Barguna; and 11. Near Stadium Shilpokola, Sunamganj. 

These bill boards carrying messages of women’s political empowerment create enormous enthusiasm among
women representatives.

The Training of the Trainers [TOT] was organized on 31st May and 01 June 2014 at the Central office of the
Bangladesh Mahila Parishad at the ‘Sufia Kamal Bhaban auditorium’, Segun Bagicha, Dhaka with participation
of 60 representatives drawn from 10 districts of the project catchment area. The topics were a participatory one. 
The objective of the training was to raise the capacity and skills of the elected women representatives and the or-
ganizers, which will eventually help to build appropriate leadership at the district level through organization of
training courses at the district level.
The topics discussed in the training programme are:
1. The CEDAW;
2. Socio-economic condition of the local Government in the rural and urban areas; and Environment, Women

and Disaster management;
3. In the context of gender, the aims and objectives of the Local Government Institutions and Gender Concept

& situation of women;
4. Role of the Local Government to establish democracy and good governance;
5. Gender-based analysis of the tribes involved with the elected representatives of the Local
6. Government Institutions and strategy to integrate gender in the mainstream;
7. Agriculture and Women;
8. Universal Declarations of Human Rights; The National Policy for Advancement of Women; Beijing Platform

for Action; Constitution and Family Laws of Bangladesh;
9. Repression against women and the Family Law;
10. Accounts keeping and revenue collection
11. Budget preparation for ensuring equality;
12. Role of officials of the Administration;
13. Formulation of  Developmental plan concerned with the Local Government;
Central Committee Members facilitated the training programme.

Under the component of monitoring and research, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad has organized 31 Focus Group
Discussions (FGDs) in 8 districts (Dhaka, Natore, Kaukhali, Belabo, Madhukhali, Barisal, Pirojpur, Sunamganj).
The total numbers of participants were 672. In order to further accelerate women’s participation in local govt.
power structure, the participants stressed the need of continued advocacy with different stakeholders. They also
expected that the elected women should come forward to prevent violence against women, stop child marriage,
dowry system, violence in families, social arbitration related to women, stop human trafficking and fatwa etc. For
this purpose BMP contributed significantly to sensitize and mobilize women and other stakeholders towards ef-
fective participation of women in the political power structures. 

The following outcomes were mainly generated from Focus Group Discussions (FGDs):
Awareness of the general mass, particularly those of women, relating to the taking part in the political activities
at the grassroots level was raised at a level where FGDs were seen as a right to be heard;
Networking and sharing of common concerns had increased conciseness in women. These had eventually facilitated
them to  visit & contact with the local Government Offices, liaising with the local UP Chairmen and Members to
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have their issues negotiated by their own selves;
Participation of women in decision-making for their own  families had enhanced to freely articulate their views
and judgment;
Women were made competent to use their franchise and casting their votes freely and without influence. 

From workshop, roundtable, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad identified some areas that impeding women’s active
participation in Local Government are, which must be addressed adequately in future.

l Due to negative attitude and prejudiced notions towards women representatives, most of the UP Chairmen
do not give priority to women members and   consider them less competent than those of male. Their requests
and words do not get much importance.  As a result the elected women members have very limited scope
to influence decisions;

l The roles and responsibilities of women LG representatives are not clearly defined in the manuals;
l Patriarchy as a system, a dogma and practice create impacts in different ways on the lives of women wher-

ever they are. Patriarchal attitude become so embedded that they are taken as natural. The patriarchal society
enforces rules and laws in such ways that affect the self-confidence of women, limit their access on resources
and information and thus keep them in a lower status than men;

l Education is the strongest factor influencing women’s control of their own fate;
l Lack of common people’s awareness regarding women’s political rights, gender discrimination, and sexual

harassment contributes to the total societal situation.

However, it is quite evident that BMP has been able to focus on the challenges of meaningful participation of
women in the local government process which impedes establishing good governance and democracy. BMP’s
multidimensional intervention in this regard through this project in 10 district, creating atmosphere and possibilities
of improvement towards integration of gender concerns in the local governance system. As a part of movement
towards achievement women’s political rights and promotion of political empowerment of women and as an in-
tegral part of national mainstream democratic movement, it needs respond to all the challenges. BMP is committed
to continue the struggle towards achieving the results. 
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Chapter I
Bangladesh Mahila Parishad: A Brief
Organizational Overview

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad (BPM) is the oldest and largest women’s human rights organization in Bangladesh.
BMP emerged as a women’s group at the preparatory phase of Liberation War of Bangladesh in 1970. The founder
members of BMP worked as organizer of the organization as well as Liberation War concurrently.

The BMP was launched under the bold leadership of late Poet Begum Sufia Kamal, one of the pioneer visionaries
of women’s emancipation of the sub-continent. In order to eradicate all forms of discrimination against women,
BMP is devoted to establish a democratic, secular, discrimination free family, society and state in the light of
UFH/R and on the basis of the spirit of Liberation War. To promote the status of women of Bangladesh and em-
power women, who are living in a disadvantageous position, BMP is active both nationally and internationally.
Over the last forty years and more, the organization has achieved remarkable success in promoting the cause of
women in Bangladesh at public and private levels. In its relentless pursuit of goals and objectives, BMP has en-
gaged in multidimensional and multifarious programs and activities through maintaining its non-political and non-
profit character in all endeavors as envisaged in its constitution. Gradually BMP has developed as a unique and
great platform for social movement and mobilization for promoting and protecting rights of women.

Salient Features of BMP

BMP follows ten core principles while performing its activities at all levels- local to national. These core values
are the essential and everlasting doctrines of BMP. They set the tone for BMP’s actions and guide its direction.
These principles include :  (i) Constitution, (ii) Participatory Approach, (iii) Voluntarism, (iv) Non-partisan Ap-
proach; (v) Dynamism , (vi) Transparency, (vii) Commitment , (viii) Equality , (ix) Networking and (x) Sustain-
ability .

Vision

Establish non-communal, democratic, equity-based society and state.

Goal

Broad Goal:  Women’s emancipation through empowerment. 

Specific Goals

l Emancipation of women from discrimination, deprivation, exploitation, backwardness and subjugation
l Establishment of gender equality in family, society and state 
l Establishment of secular democratic society based on good governance.

Objectives 

l Promote equity -based gender sensitized family, society and state
l Promote peace and democracy
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l Protect and promote women’s  human rights 
l Resist violence against women
l Promote activism targeted towards eliminating gender discrimination
l Promote judicial activism
l Encourage women’s participation in the political process
l Conduct activities for poverty alleviation and economic empowerment of women
l Ensure tangible participation of women in development process
l Flourish women’s inherent qualities and latent talents
l Eliminate obstacles to women development and empowerment.

Operational Modalities 

Over the years, BMP has adopted a series of strategies to translate its objectives into operation. These include:

l Establish a strong women movement to fight the challenges of the 21st century by raising awareness and or-
ganizing womenfolk

l Establish an enable socio-economic and political environment for women’s empowerment
l Build up a strong movement against Violence against Women
l Ensure women’s human rights  in light of UN Universal, Human Rights Declaration and Constitution of

Bangladesh, 1972
l Build up capacity of the organization and increasing  network
l Strengthen and enhance the organizational capacity of BMP
l Build up movement to raise voice against  violence  against women and enactment of gender sensitive laws
l Build up network with national , regional and international women’s and human rights organizations
l Ensure sustainability of BMP as an institution
l Build up movement for change in the relevant fields such as education, health , information and environ-

ment
l Ensure women’s citizen rights and equal opportunity
l Build up movement for transparency, accountability, secular and democratic system and good governance.

BMP’s operations over the last forty years and more are being conducted through 12 sub-committees/units. e.g. ,
Legal Aid, Organization, Movement, Rehabilitation Center, Training, Research and Library, Publication, Income
Generating Development Projects, Health& Environment and Social Welfare, Networking, Media and Mass Com-
munication  Culture &  Education  and Finance (Figure -1.1). 
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Figure 1.1

Structure and Management  

BMP has developed an administrative structure comprising of seven tiers to ensure effective implementation of
its programs and activities (Figure -1.2). It is a combination of efforts made at each level of the structure that fa-
cilitates BMP’s functioning as a lobbying and advocacy agent. The management of BMP follows an inclusive and
flexible system where the stakeholders can show their creative and innovative performance towards achieving the
goals of the organization.
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In planning and implementing all its activities, BMP follows participatory approach. Members at grassroots level
to executive committee participate in designing, implementing and monitoring of activities. Need-based planning
is done with the participation of local level women. Cumulative effects of accumulated rich experience of women
organizers, leaders and activists at various levels could bring forth positive impact on women empowerment. To-
ward combating fundamentalist forces opposing women human rights and free movement of women, BMP un-
dertook both proactive and reactive measures.  BMP through its comprehensive programs could achieve significant
progress in creating a base of movement for establishing women’s human rights and empowerment.
BMP’s policy-making body is named as Central Executive Committee consists of 85 members representing cross-
section of the women population. The day-to day activities are governed in line with the broad objectives of the
organization, while new strategies are formulated on the basis of information, experience and past performance.
The National Council consists of 500 members. The meeting of the National Council is called once a year, while
in every three years the National Conference is held. Initiatives start at grassroots level and decisions are taken by
the local units named primary branches at grassroots level. Policy decisions are taken by central executive com-
mittee, national council and national conference. A brief profile of activities in different tiers of BMP is furnished
below:

Figure -1.2
Structure and Management of BMP
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General Members: The general members of the BMP constitute its central focus.    
Primary Branch Committee: This committee is responsible for implementing the activities for the target benefici-
aries.
Thana Committee: This committee works under the directives received from district committee and organizes
the implementation of BMP’s activities through primary branch committees.
District Committee: The work plan designed by the Central Committee is passed on to the district committees
for implementation. 
Central Committee: This committee is the primary agency through which the policies of the National Council
and National Conference are implemented. The committee meets once a month and is accountable to the National
Council for all its decisions. It is also the agency that has the right to make decisions between two meetings of the
National Council.
National Council: This is the highest policy making body of BMP. The National Council meets once a year.
National Conference: It works as forum where all district level representatives are allowed to voice their opinions
in the policy and decision making process. This National Conference is held in every 3 years. Between two National
Conferences, yearly Council meetings are held regularly and thus represent a very democratic and decentralized
approach towards actual policy formulation. 
Any Bangladeshi women aged 16 and above, supporting the manifesto and constitution of the organization, can
be its member. The members are organized into committees at primary, thana (Police Stations) and district levels
and then in National Conference and National Council at the apex.
The BMP organizes seminars, round tables, workshops and mass gatherings and celebrates red letter days. It also
arranges training to upgrade the skills of its members as an organizer of women’s emancipation and freedom in a
constantly changing environment and to develop self-confidence in them. It conducts vocational training programs
for the destitute women to develop livelihood skills like sewing and handicraft making, and helps to implement
adult and children’s education program, runs free clinics, and takes part in relief and rehabilitation work for people
suffering from natural disasters.
It promotes political empowerment of women for peace and democracy and movement against VAW, dowry, dis-
crimination in the wages for equal work, fundamentalism, fatwa, child marriage, polygamy, forced prostitution
and trafficking etc.
BMP is now a big organization which has about 150,000 registered members organized in 2500 primary committees
through 1786 grass roots level branches in the country. The Organizational chart of BMP is shown in Figure-
1.3.
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Chapter  II

The Project:  Strengthening Local Government

through Empowerment of grassroots Women.

3.1 Project background 

A truly democratic and representative government cannot be established without women’s active participation in
the political process1. Women’s equal participation in political life plays a pivotal role in the general process of
the advancement of women. It is not only a demand for simple justice or democracy but can also be seen as a nec-
essary condition for women’s interests to be taken into account. Without the active participation of women and
incorporation of women’s perspective at all levels of decision making, the goals of equality, development and
peace cannot be achieved.  But the presence of women in the national parliament does not reflect the level of po-
litical consciousness of women of the country as a whole.  The condition of women’s participation in local level
politics is sometimes more sensitive than national politics.
Local government2plays an influential role in grass-root level development through responding on local needs. It
is needed to make them familiar with the problems of the local community, in general and women’s need and
issues, in particular. The activities of the local level women politicians, their constant contact and interaction with
the women of the local community go a long way in raising the political consciousness of women around them.
Participation in local level government is a critical issue for women mainly because it is one of the most effective
instruments to improve the condition of grassroots   level women of the country by empowering them. Empower-
ment is a process of gaining understanding of, and control over the political forces around one as a means of im-
proving one’s standing in society. Empowerment begins when women change their ideas about the causes of their

powerlessness, when they recognize the systematic forces that oppress them, and when they act to change the con-

ditions of their lives.

The Constitutions of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh highlights the establishment of the local government
institutions in Bangladesh for empowerment and participation of the people in the development process at local
level. The present local government system in Bangladesh had its origin in British colonial period. The self-gov-
erning local Panchayets that functioned at village level gradually became weak and disappeared soon after the
colonial rulers established their authority over the length and breadth of the country. The local bodies had no au-
tonomy, though the names of local government bodies were changed during Pakistan period, their status remained
almost the same with very little increase in autonomy. After Bangladesh became independent, decision was taken
to strengthen local government institutions at three levels and to make provision of women members.  In 1982
Upazilla Parishad was established as an elected local government body at Thana level. Earlier efforts at forming
Gram sarker and Palli parishad at village level did not succeed. The Upazilla system introduced in 1982 was
abolished in 1991.  Since inception, the local government institutions were given the responsibilities for mainte-
nance of law and order, infrastructures development and their maintenance, health, education etc. within their
area.
Though women possess the right to vote as well as the right to stand for election to an office or membership at
these local bodies but no women had been elected as Pourshava (Municipal) Chairperson till 1993. In the 1994
City Corporation elections, no woman contested for the 4 Mayoral positions. Besides, 17 women contested for
1992 as ward commissioner, but none was elected. 

The Local Government (Union Parishad) Second Amendment Act 1997 of Bangladesh can be seen as a milestone
towards ensuring women’s equal access and increased participation in political power structures. This amendment
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provided direct elections to reserved seats for women in local level elections. It gave the structural framework for
women’s participation in political decision-making and provided an opportunity to bring women to the centre of
local development and develop new grassroots level leadership. Apart from the reserved seats, women can also
contest for any of the general seats. Previously, the process of selection of the women representatives was on the
basis of nominations and/or indirect election. Around 12,828 women were elected as members in 1997 local level
elections. A total of 20 and 110 women were elected as chairpersons and members respectively, for general seats.
Though Amendment of 1997 provided direct elections to reserved seats for women in local level elections, there
are some serious lacunas in gender balancing both in terms of governance policy and in reform agenda. The revised
Local Government Act 2009, still have structural problems of women’s incorporation in the local governments,
particularly the UP in which the constituencies of the reserved seats and the general seats overlap have been af-
fecting women’s participation in the councils. 

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad (BMP) emphasizes equal participation of men and women in governing the state and
to establish the same, the organization has relentlessly been working with multi-dimensional approach in collab-
oration with the state, society, women society, civil societies and the like-all in a body. BMP, upon the practical
working experience of last forty years and more, believes that political stability is very essential for achieving na-
tional development as because political instability harms female society greatly. It is well recognized that in order
to establish women’s political empowerment, an unhindered and effective democratic social system is required
where women’s rights can be found.

In order to address the objectives into operation, BMP has been implementing a wide range of diversified programs
with special emphasis to women empowerment. In this regard, the Norwegian Embassy has been supporting BMP
since long and the Danish Embassy under the Embassy’s Human Rights and Good Governance Programs has also
been assisting BMP. Both the donors would like to see BMP as a leading and visible women’s organization in
Bangladesh. The Danish support is intended to support BMP’s work to strengthen women’s role in local govern-
ment and thereby contributes to good governance and accountability. 

The Danish support project titled Strengthening Local Govt. through Empowerment of grassroots Women can
be expressed as many ways like, taking initiatives to create a favorable atmosphere for the elected women repre-
sentatives under local government so that they could involve themselves in decision making and could perform
their designated tasks and responsibilities, get adequate allocation so that they could keep their electoral pledges. 
It is pertinent to note that BMP’s activities are now being carried out by a large number of members and organizers
working at various grassroots levels branches. BMP encourages its members/activists as well as grassroots women
for taking part in electoral politics in local government level. A good number of BMP members are elected in the
Union Parishad, Upazilla Parishad & Pourashava elections. The project areas cover those areas (10 districts) where
BMP members have been elected at Local Government levels for several times.

3.2 Rationale of the Project 

Women in general and marginalized women in particular still need to be brought in the mainstream of the devel-
opment process.  The existing diffident backward situation has been deemed to be the result of cumulative system
of patriarchal values, norms, tradition and culture. It will take some more time for the women status to be at par
with that of men. High potential of women leaders and organizers dedicated to the cause of women empowerment
through grassroots women that are reflected in the achievements of BMP may further be used to ignite the latent
urge amongst the vast majority of women to join the struggle for removing gender disparity.      
In setting the objectives of the organization, BMP rely on SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant
and Time-bound) principles. The core values and guiding principles of BMP includes the constitutional provision
of gender equality, Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) , United Nations Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Violence Against Women (CEDAW 1981) , Vienna Human Rights Declaration (1993) , Recom-
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mendations of the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW), the Beijing Platform for Action (BPFA 1995),
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) , National Women Development Policy (2011) and mainstreaming of
women in the development process. Besides, in making decisions BMP also takes into account the Declarations
and basic principles of the organizations. In setting the projects objectives, BMPs core objectives are always val-
ued.
The condition of women’s participation in the local level politics is sometimes worse than it is national politics.
Women’s involvement in the political process at the local level is needed to make them familiar with the problems
of the local community in general and women’s needs and issues in particular. The activities of the local level
women politicians, and their constant contact and interaction with the women of the local community go a long
way in raising the political consciousness of women around them. The Union Parishad (UP) is the most popular
democratic institution at the grass root level. Therefore, the state of women’s participation at this level is crucial
and deserves special attention to empower them, as participation and empowerment are closely related. 
The role of women in leadership situations has been the subject to debate in the last two decades. The culture of
local government needs to be changed to ensure that women are treated fairly and equally and to make sure that
discrimination against women is not acceptable. At the same time, gender awareness programs for men and women
need to be developed so that they can have a more effective role in the development process of the country.
It is evident that the contribution of the government and NGOs in women development is notable and their activities
directly or indirectly pushed women’s political empowerment process forward at the grass root level. Women or-
ganizations and NGOs supported groups such as microcredit groups, issue-based groups and rights-based groups,
which have played an important role in nurturing women’s leadership in rural Bangladesh. However, many social
activists argued that there are few factors which undermine women’s active and effective participation in local
government, as follows:

l long tradition of gender hierarchy (socio-cultural) and structural problems
l unequal mode of representation
l lack of proper power and resources and
l Absence of proper guiding rules and regulations.
At this backdrop, this project styled Strengthening Local Govt. through Empowerment of grassroots Women is
undertaken with a view to enhance women’s political empowerment and towards achieving equal rights and equal
opportunities in local government. The structure leads to four outcomes which focus on key elements of women
empowerment.

3.3 Project Design

With a vision to ‘Establish non-communal, democratic, equity based human society and state’ Bangladesh Mahila
Parishad (BMP) is encouraging its members/activists for electoral politics in local government level. The goals of
BMP are (i) Emancipation of Women from discrimination, deprivation , exploitation & backwardness and subju-
gation ; (ii) Establish Gender Equality in family , society and state; and (iii) Establish a secular democratic society
based on good governance. BMP follows the following strategies in achieving its goals:
Establish a strong women movement to fight the challenges of 21st century by raising awareness and organizing
womenfolk
l Enable socio-economic and political environment for women’s empowerment
l Build up a strong movement against violence against women
l Ensure women’s human rights in the light of UN Universal , Human rights Declaration and Constitution of

Bangladesh 1972
l Build up capacity of the organization and increasing network
l Strengthen and enhance the organizational capacity of BMP 
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l Build up movement for women’s empowerment
l Build up movement to raise violence against women and enactment of gender sensitive laws
l Buildup network with national, international and regional women’s and human rights organization
l Ensure sustainability of organization as an institution
l Establish BMP as an advocacy and lobby agent 
l Build up movement for change in the relevant fields  like education, health , information and environment
l Ensure women’s citizen rights and equal opportunity and
l Build up movement for transparency, accountable, secular, democratic system and good environment. 
In an attempt to identify various components of the project based on past experience and the challenges that the
organization would confront, BMP organized several FGDs and sharing meeting in different areas with elected
women representatives of local government including BMP members who were elected several times and other
members of different branches of BMP. Based on the recommendations made by various groups and policy options
suggested, the Logical Framework (LFA) Analysis of the project containing details of component-wise activities
along with verifiable indictors was prepared.

Project Profile

Project title : Strengthening Local Govt. through Empowerment of Grassroots Women
Executive Agency : Bangladesh Mahila Parishad (BMP)
Financing  Agency : The Embassy of Denmark
Implementation Period : July 2011-June 2016
Project Area : 10 selected districts (Dhaka Mohanagar, Mymensingh, Modhukhali, Pirojpur, Bar-

guna, Sunamganj, Khaukhali, Natore, Barisal and Belabo).
Goal of the project : Strengthening local government through Empowerment of Grass roots women to-

wards good governance.
Purpose of the project : Politically empower the grassroots women so that they could involve themselves in

electoral procedure and can take part in all decision making process.
Output of the Project : a. Awareness of political participation among the women at grass root level 

increased.
b. Women will actively participate in all decision making process related to local 

govt. activity.
c. Awareness of mass people and Community leaders increased on political em

powerment of women and 
d. Capacity and capability of women representatives enhanced.

Project Components : a. Awareness campaign on political empowerment of women, strengthening local 
Govt.

b. Advocacy and lobby with different stakeholders.
c. Capacity Building of Women Representatives at Local Govt. and
d. Research and Monitoring

Major Activities  under different Components

Awareness campaign on political empowerment of women, strengthening local Government

Given the situation, any project that is to work with the local government must ensure capacity development
through strategic and awareness raising intended to  expect from the  political leaders, civil society  and local ad-
ministration . This will increase women’s participation in the electoral process, help to mobilize public opinion
and sensitize the cross section people (policy makers, media person, civil society, public representatives etc.).  In
line with this component, the project has intended to implement the following programs:
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l Sharing meeting with Grassroots women, community leaders and political representatives
l Sharing meeting  with political representatives
l Discussion meetings with local administration 
l Sharing meeting with local media person  & 
l Leaflet, poster, Radio spot, TV Spots & Documentary. 

These activities are intended to sensitize civil societies, political parties on political empowerment of women. It
is planned to organize frequent sharing meetings with community leaders, political parties, potential elected rep-
resentatives and local administrations on women’s empowerment so that the social barriers towards their political
participation and decision making process could be reduced. 

Leaflets , posters , TV spots , Radio spot, documentary will be published , circulated and telecasted in order to
create awareness on women empowerment , mostly political empowerment of women among the mass people.

Advocacy and lobby with different stakeholders

It is expected that by implementing the project, the local government authorities will be aware of the issues related
to women’s participation in LG, take adequate steps to dissolve the issues in this regard. It is also expected that
the local professional group will be involved in BMP’s activities by participating the following programs :

l Workshop at local level, the recommendations from workshop, roundtable will be sent to the concerned au-
thorities/ministries

l Round Table
l Development of Advocacy Materials
l Bulletin
l Erection of Bill board 

These activities are intended to continue advocacy with the concerned authorizes (MOWCA & Ministry of Local
Govt.). At the same time it will advocate for political empowerment of women to community.

Capacity Building of Women Representatives of  Local Government

The long term capacity development programs maximize the efficiency of local government representatives. The 
project will take the following initiatives :

l Develop training module
l Training of Trainers (ToT)
l Training of Women representatives
l Leadership training 
l Publication of Training Report

Research and Monitoring

A baseline survey will be conducted to understand the present situation of women representatives in the local gov-
ernment.  The findings will be circulated widely and based on it  , the  impact evaluation will be conducted during
project cycle. 
In monitoring the project activities at grassroots level, pre-designed monitoring data collection formats are to be
used. Monitoring based on collecting data using pre-designed formats would be supplemented by other mechanisms
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which would include field visits, monthly, quarterly and annual report from district branches, interaction with con-
cerned officials , FGDs and studies and reports collected through alternative sources. However, the project will
take the following initiatives :
l Baseline Survey
l Focus Group Discussion (FGDs)
l Field Visit

Project Components and Activities 
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Chapter  IV

Descriptive report on component wise project activities

The project has four components which are:

Component -I Awareness campaign on political empowerment of women, strengthening local Govt.
Component -II Advocacy and lobby with different stakeholders
Component -III Capacity Building of Women Representatives at Local Govt. and
Component -IV Research and Monitoring.

Under each of the project component, several activities were planned to implement. The component wise detailed
interventions of the project are furnished below:

Component -1: Awareness campaign on political empowerment of women, strengthening
Local Government

The following activities were planned to implement under this component:

Component 1.1 Sharing meeting with Grassroots women, community leaders and political representatives
Component 1.2 Sharing meetings  with elected  representatives
Component 1.3 Discussion meeting with local administration
Component 1.4 Sharing meeting with local media person.
Component 1.5 Development of Leaflet, poster, TV Spots, Radio spot & Documentary

Achievement Component 1.1: Sharing meeting with grassroots women, community leaders and political rep-

resentatives.

During the reporting period, 25 sharing meetings were conducted at the grassroots level. A total number of 1,412
participants attended the sharing programmes.

Sharing meetings were held at various locations of 10 districts including Paranganj Union Parishad Auditorium at
Mymensingh, Mahila Parishad Office at Belabo, Sitarampur Primary School Campus, Fulbaria Union Parishad
Office, Korkodi High School Auditorium at Madhukhali, Charbaria Union Parishad Auditorium at Barisal, 6no.
Najirpur Sadar Union Parishad Auditorium, 3no. Durgapur Union Parishad Office at Pirojpur, Muradpur, Jurain
Udaychal Pathaghar Auditorium,  Hajipara Mahila Parishad Office in  Dhaka, Roghunathpur UP Office, E G S
Shikkha Niketon Auditorium at Kaukhali, Surma Union Berigaon Primary School, at Sunamganj, Khajura Union
Parishad Auditorium, Piprul Union Parishad Auditorium at Natore, Durgapur Union Parishad office, Perojepur,
Keurabunia Union Parishad Office,Gourichanna Union Parishad Office at Barguna, Tebaria Union Parishad Au-
ditorium of Natore,Kthur Union Parishad Office, Sunamganj, Parerhat union Parishad Office, Pirojpur, Kaukhali
Union Parishad Office, Belabo Upazila Parishad, Sapania Government Primary School of Barisal, and Khilgaon
Tilpapara of Dhaka Mohanagar.

The grassroots women, community leaders, political leaders, service holders, advocates, teachers, social workers,
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journalists, advocates, media personnel and BMP members attended the programmes. The challenging social as
well as organizational factors which impede women’s active participation in electoral process were discussed in
the meetings. The meetings were organized by BMP district committees. 

The level of awareness among grassroots women, community leaders and political leaders is being gradually in-
creased through these awareness programmes. Through these programmes grassroots women are encouraged and
inspired to discuss their needs. 

Emerging issues for discussions

1. Apparently, a UP Women representatives  represents 3 wards but the three reserved seats for women overlap
that of three others resulting in two members representing the same seat. This leads to confusion and com-
petition resulting in miss-governance. Moreover, there is no clear cut definition of the role and functions of
the reserved seats. This makes confusion and misinterpretation regarding the tasks of newly elected women
members and creates the scope for the Chairmen to ignore women form UP functions as well as to fund al-
location. 

2. The initiative to ensure equal rights of women and non-discrimination has gained momentum at the grass-
roots levels and has been successful in mobilizing and coordinating women to stand up for their rights.
However, the political environment is not yet friendly enough to support the elected women members to
discharge their responsibilities properly. Some male members/chairmen have negative attitude towards them.
Generally, most of the women members are kept excluded from major-decision making arenas and could
not participate in committees and sub-committees.

3. The Women elected representatives are not fully aware of their formally prescribed responsibilities and
there are no operational guidelines and terms of reference in this respect. 

4. In most cases for the lack of adequate fund and other resources, the women representatives could not keep
their electoral pledges. Funds allotted to KABIKHA, TR, VGF, VGD & KABITA are not properly distributed
against each ward. 

5. Inadequate education and training, lack of access to resources and information, financial hardship, unem-
ployment and lack of proper access to parental property mostly dispirits women to involve in politics. 

Recommendations

l Campaigns in increasing number and frequencies are required to be organized to capture support of the com-
munities including the opinion leaders to raise and ensure women’s equal rights are sustained to promote and
protect their human and political rights. The articles relating to the Local Government administration as laid
down in the Constitution must be recognized and practiced; 

l More opportunities should be provided to women in participating leadership training, training on their roles
and responsibilities while working as a local government representative. They should be encouraged through
workshop, seminar, movie & symposium etc.

l It was underscored that women are required to raise their awareness for overall empowerment, especially for
the political empowerment, women should be self-reliant through economic empowerment, participation in
the decision making process at the families should be increased, removing religious false notions from the
family, positive attitude towards women should be supplemented. It was also stated that the religious misun-
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derstanding/misconception are the barriers of women’s empowerment;

l Fulfillment of rights is just achieved through exercising of effective & efficient leadership. It was pointed
out by a man member of the UP that numerous kinds of false notions are now removed from the society and
women are now much advanced towards education. The men Chairman of a UP said that women’s participa-
tion in the politics is prerequisite to the social development for the women and their participation in the move-
ment towards achieving women’s rights is just the demand of the day;

l It was stated that united efforts of all, irrespective of women and men, is required for structuring a culture,
free from all kinds of disparity. Participation of all is necessary to establishing human rights for the women
and shaping an equality-based human society;

l Many societal obstructions are created to prevent women from flourishing their leadership qualities  men
speak of women in a tone of humiliation. The State must make sure that women must be respected equally
with men. Support should be provided for prevalence of gender sensitive cultural environment in the LG In-
stitutions. The elected women representatives should be progressively more enthusiastic towards empowering
the grassroots women;

l It was expressed that a lot of obstructions and hindrances are faced by grassroots women towards participating
in the activities being undertaken at that level. As such, to ensure effectual and efficient participation of
women at the grassroots levels, actions to create an enabling environment are required to be initiated at the
central level. Women are elected by the voters of three wards, while the men are elected by the electorate of
the single ward; but as for remuneration, women get the same remuneration of the men elected by a single
ward. This is seen as a disparity and it should be removed; 

l Education elevates knowledge and eventually, props up the whole humankind frontward. Women should par-
ticularly be made aware to have easy access to their rights to education;

l It was said that the Local Government is the nearest system of governance and that is why the elected women
representative should be committed and capable of ensuring women’s access to education and healthcare,
etc. All concerned irrespective of women and men should come forward to work jointly as one to help
strengthening women at the grassroots level and women’s taking part in the Local Government;

l Roles and responsibilities of the elected Women members should be clearly defined in the manuals and orders
of local government. Preparation of budget for local government should be based on opinions from all stake-
holders including women representatives;    Allocation of necessary budget should be kept to enhance capa-
bility of the Elected Women Representatives in democratic good governance and evolving their leadership
qualities;

l Mass media should be used to educate and mobilize public opinion in such a way so that the realization about
the benefits of women’s full participation in political process is created among people;

l There is also urgent need to undertake research and studies on women’s participation in politics, their voting
behavior, consciousness and participation in the political parties;

l Roles and responsibilities of the elected female members should be clearly defined in the manuals and orders
of the local government. 

l Lack of gender sensitive policies and gender sensitive budget hinder women’s participation in local political
power structure;

l Stigma, cultural and gender stereotyping contribute to women’s vulnerability to all forms of violence and de-
creases their ability to protect themselves.  This calls for a coordinated multi-dimensional response.

Achievement Component 1.2:  Sharing meeting with elected representatives 

Political empowerment of women is a critical factor for advancement of women in the society.  Without equal and
effective role of women in political field there cannot be a meaningful participation in exercising their rights and
status in the society. 
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Out of 28 meetings planned, 28 sharing meetings were held in 10 districts with participation of political elected
representatives.  A total number of 1,412 participants attended the meetings and the physical achievement was
stood at 100%.

The participants included Panel Mayor, Chairmen and Vice Chairmen, elected men and women representatives of
the Local Government, Social workers, Political Leaders, Headmaster, Student, Gram Police, Businessman, Ward
members and BMP members. The meetings provided participants a unique opportunity to share and internalize
the existing LG policies & laws and their practices, respective tasks and responsibilities, prevailing issues hindering
women’s proper participation in local political power structures. The BMP district committee organized the pro-
grammes.

Sharing meetings were held at various venues in 10 districts included Kaukhali Branch Office; Paikpara, Ahmed-
nagar for Dhaka Mohamagar; Belabo with having elected representatives of Narayanpur, Belabo, Char Uzilab,
Amla, Sorabad Union Parishads; Sirta Union Parishad Office having elected representatives of Sirta, Paranganj,
Boror Char Union Parishads; Sunamganj with having elected representatives of Laxmansree, Gourarong, Jahangir-
nagar, Gollapara, Surma, Rangarchar Union Parishads; Churkhai Nazieabad School at Mymensingh having elected
representatives of Bhabokhali Union Parishad; Dighapatia Union Parishad Office with elected representatives of
the UP; BCNF Auditorium at Barguna with having elected representatives of Barguna Pourashava and Sadar Union
Parishad; Char kaua Union Parishad Auditorium with having elected representatives of Charkaua union Parishad;
Biprobelghoria Union Parishad Office, Natore with having elected representatives of the local Union Parishad;
Tona Union Parishad Office of Perojepur with having elected representatives of Tona UP; Chamber of Commerce
Auditorium, Kadamtola Union Parishad Auditorium; 5 no. Union Parishad Auditorium at Pirojpur; Raipasha Ko-
rapur Union Parishad Auditorium, Mahila Parishad Office at Barisal; Raipur Union Parishad Office, Makrail Pri-
mary School and Naopara Union Primary School at Madhukhali Mahila Parishad Office; Mohonpur Union
Parishad Office at Sunamganj;   Oparbazar Sanggahthan Office at Natore;Poradia Model High School of Belabo
with having elected representatives of Baznab, Paturi, Binnabaid Union Parishads;UCEP Ismail School, Mirpur
for Dhaka Mohanagr with having Ward Councilors, former MPs; Belabo Bangladesh Mahila Parishad Office with
having elected representatives of Baznab, Narayanpur, Sollabad,Patuli Union Parishad Office and The Sufia Kamal
Bhavan of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad for Dhaka Mohnagar which was attended by women political leaders
of two parties, ex Councilors, MPs along with the members of the BMP leadership.

News  and press reporting were covered by various newspapers included  Dainik Gano Shanghoti, the Kaler Bani,
the Dainik Shurjoday, the Dainik Ajker Paribartan, the Dainik Motobad, the Dainik Bhorer Angikar, the Perojepur
Bani, published the events.

Shahida Akhter Mohon is an elected Women representative from the reserved seat of Wards 1, 2 & 3 of the Nilaxia
area of the Sarrabad Union Parishad, Belabo. She got to know that the Agriculture Office has made out a list to
providing relief materials for a recent cyclone affected area; but she found out that no relief was distributed to the
area she represented. Immediately, she had a discussion of the Union Parishad Chairman to actually know the rea-
son. The Chairman however told her that such a list was actually prepared only based on a decision of the meeting
held with the men elected representatives and accordingly, the matter was not informed to the women representa-
tives; as such, they were not involved in preparation of the list of relief distribution. In the discussion meeting she
drew the attention of the Upazila Nirbahi Officer, Belabo, Razia Sultana. The Upazila Nirbahi Officer assured her
that the allocation would certainly be allotted for all those areas affected in reality. She advised Shahida to submit
a written claim, so that the issue was dealt in her own personal care. 
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Emerging issues for discussion

l that the on-going level of gender-based violence against women in  both a shameful abuse of human rights
and a significant barrier to positive political, economic and social outcomes;

l that it was recognized that women’s participation in leadership and decision-making at all levels are unex-
pectedly uneven and slow in achieving the desired goal and government was urged to fulfill its policy com-
mitment to implement laws and policies appropriately through constitutional and legislative reforms to achieve
women’s political empowerment;

l Stigma, cultural and gender stereotyping and other forms of violence against women contribute to women’s
vulnerability to their spontaneous participation in politics at the grassroots level and decrease their ability to
protect themselves and negotiate with the male counterparts. This calls for a coordinated multidimensional
response;

l that continuous efforts to be carried out towards promoting and protecting women’s rights for empowering
women to participate in the  policies and  decision making process;

l that strengthening the existing institutional capacity for coordination and monitoring of women’s advancement
should be regularly reviewed towards eliminating all forms of discrimination against women;

l that required action be continually undertaken through advocacy and campaigns to depict positive images of
women for ensuring women’s social security against all kinds of vulnerabilities  in the state, society and fam-
ily;

l that women’s inclusion in decision-making empowers women in influencing institutional changes that are
necessary for reducing discrimination against women and society as a whole;

l that the political environment is not friendly enough to support the elected women members to discharge
their responsibilities properly. Some male members/chairmen have negative attitude towards elected women
members;

l that Most of the Chairmen do not give priority to women members and   consider them less competent than
those of male. Their requests and words do not get much importance;

l that due to insufficient budget allocation against women members, they could not fulfill their electoral com-
mitments that are said before or during election and so they hesitate to visit their electoral areas. In most
cases the female members get fewer budgets than that of male members;

l that Funds allotted to KABIKHA, TR, VGF, VGD & KABITA are not properly distributed against each ward;
l that Elected women representatives are not invited to attend the committee or sub-committees’ meetings reg-

ularly but compelled to sign the resolution books;
l that women representatives do not get the scope to present in the Shalish meetings held at night.

Recommendations

l To involve elected women representatives into all committees and sub-committees for increasing their power
in decision making process and policy formulation;

l To make available of allocation of specific budget in favour of women representatives; 
l To ensure that the roles and responsibilities of the elected female members are clearly defined in the Manuals

and various other instructions & orders circulated by the Local Government; 
l To have obtained collaboration of male members as supportive towards female members;
l To ensure that men are proactively willing to accept women’s capacity and capability and recognition should

be demonstrated and applied; 
l To train elected women representatives on their respective roles and responsibilities so that they can play

their own roles properly by taking up leadership positions;
l To have emphasized the role of men in preventing violence against women;
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l To take action to acknowledge women’s contribution in social and economic spheres;
l To  ensure women’s social security against all vulnerability and risks; 
l To create opportunities for enhanced grassroots-driven policy dialogue and better understanding of the real

needs of women;
l To establish mutual support mechanisms between tiers of government for women to achieve their potential;
l To fairly distribute works and budget among women elected members so that elected female members can

meaningfully keep their electoral promises. Preparation of budget should be based on the opinions of all
stakeholders including women representatives;

l To train elected women LG representatives on their respective roles and responsibilities so that they could
perform their duties properly and actively by taking up leadership position;

l To ensure women representatives’ presence mandatory in the Shalish meetings;
l To encourage and involve Mass media to mobilize public opinion in favour of women’s political participation

and thereby empowering them. 

Achievement Component 1.3:  Discussion meetings with local administration

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad organized 28 sharing meetings, out of 34 meetings planned with participation of the
officials of the local administration with the participation of representatives and officials of various departments
of the local administration. A total number of 1,539 participants including the Deputy Commissioners, the Addi-
tional Deputy Commissioners, the Superintendents of Police, the Upazial Nirbahi Officers of the concerned districts
and Upazilas. These meetings were largely attended by the Union Parishad Chairmen, elected male and female
Union Parishad members, local journalists & media representatives, elites & social workers of the local commu-
nities, local and central committee members of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad. The meetings emphasized the
need of establishing an effective interaction between local administration and the elected women representatives
and unanimously expressed the need and importance of women’s participation in the on-going development ac-
tivities, which is to be made visible. The visibility can be ensured through women’s collective efforts to come for-
ward with proactive and supportive collaboration of the local government machineries. They also identified that
a woman-friendly society is the key to have achieved participation of women. 

In some areas the Administration was able to offer instant solutions to problems, for example, the DC, Barisal al-
located 85 tons of rice for distribution by the women elected representatives and was later distributed by them. In
response to the problems raised in the sharing meeting, the DC, Natore, Muhammad Zaforullah provided some on
the spot decisions. The Superintendent of Police, Dr. Nahid Husain, in response to the statement raised by a woman
Commissioner, acknowledged to have undertaken immediate actions to arrest the drugs-traders; he further sug-
gested that the elected women public representatives should advance forward with their programmes of action
without being afraid of threats.

These meetings were held at various venues of the 10 districts of the project catchment area. The locations were
at Jagatjyoti Public Library Auditorium at Sunamganj and the second one held  at the Upazila Auditorium on 23
April 2014;the Office of the Deputy Commissioner, Barisal; BMP Office at Sreenath Chaterjee Lane, Barisal;
BMP District Office at Hari Kishore Roy Road, Mymensigh; BRDB Auditorium, Belabo; Natore District Office
of BMP on 29 June 2014 and the second on 24 June 2014;BMP District Office at Barisal; Kaukhali BMP District
Office on11 June 2014 and the second one on 29 May 2014, the third one held on29 April 2014 & the fourth one
held on12 April 2014 the fifth one was organized at Upazila Parishad Conference Room on 27 November 2013,
the sixth one held at Upazila Parishad Conference Room on  08 October 2013; Upazila Parishad conference Room,
Belabo; Office of the BMP Natore at Uparbazar; Upazial Parishad Auditorium, Barisal; Upazila Conference Hall,
Perojepur; the second one held at Perojepur Porashava Auditorium on 30 April 2014 and the fourth one was or-
ganized at Zila Parishad Bhavan, Peojepur on 28 November 2013; Upazila Conference Room at Barguna; Upazila
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Auditorium at Madhukhali, the second one at the Ankhchashi Kallyan Sngstha Bhavan; Upazila Auditorium, Per-
ojepur on 31 January 2014; and BMP District Office at Hari Kishore Roy Road, Mymensigh.

Wide and positive news coverage was brought out by the local press, print and electronic those included the Sang-
bad, the  Bhorer Aungikar, the Dainik Saikat Sangbad,the Ajker Paribartan, the Dainik Uttarbongo Barta and a
few of these published news with pictures.

Emerging issues for discussion

1. There have been significant efforts to make progress in women’s advancement and rights in order to achieve
gender equality. A considerable number of women have become competent to win direct election. In the Par-
liament through the 2008 election, 20 women were directly elected;

2. Another important area of progress is in local government.  In 1997, the election of women members of Union
Parishads was introduced and one third of the seats (3 seats among 12) were reserved for women. In the Union
Parishads 12,828 women representatives were elected in reserved seats and 110 in regular seats. Twenty (20)
women were also elected as UP chairmen;

3. The City Corporation Act of 1999 reserved one third seats of Commissioners for directly elected women
commissioners. At the second tier of local elected bodies, Upazila Parishads, one of the two elected Vice
Chairmen has to be a woman. Accordingly, 475 women have been elected as Vice Chairmen out of 1,936
women who contested the election held in January 2009;

4. Relationship between local administration and elected female representatives is characterized by mutual mis-
trust and this sometimes hampers to discharge the official functions effectively. 

5. Government officials located at union /upazilla level answerable only to their own line departments and do
not consult with local govt. representatives let alone the women representatives.

6. Most of the female members are partially aware of their formally prescribed responsibilities and in many
cases lack the skills and resources to discharge their duties.

7. Most of the women representatives are generally excluded from major decision making arenas and have very
limited capacity to share budget allocations.

8. MPs are only expected to perform a relatively minor and advisory role in local govt. level but in practice
their influence in UP and UZP is much more wide-ranging which hampers administrative independency. 

9. From these discussion meetings elected women representatives are being able to deliver their opinions and
comments directly to the administration. Lack of coordination is being reduced and awareness is being in-
creased by these programs.

Recommendations

l in order to provide better services, an effective coordination between local Public representatives and the
Government officials;

l need of framing an appropriate policy and corresponding rules and regulations to improve the relationship
between govt. agencies and the representatives of local govt.;

l Various local level committees of the respective agencies are to be activated with the participation of local
govt. representatives, particularly of those of   women;

l Formulation of clear guidelines and instructions to ensure that the elected women representatives get the
share of revenue allocations; 

l It needs to be ensured that the Panel Chairman of the Union Parishad must be elected through direct votes of
the 13 elected representatives of the UP; 

l Provisions have been introduced to encourage women’s participation in elections including separate voting
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booths which ensure separate queues; 
l Women are increasingly found active in political parties and are engaged in mobilizing and canvassing voters,

particularly women;
l Some progress has been made in terms of the political empowerment of women and elected women repre-

sentatives are proving their value in raising the concerns of women and poor; 
l It was said that the officials of the local administration are prepared to support elected women representatives

and potential elected women representatives to develop further; 
l Elected women representatives should be more dynamic to represent their constituencies well and amplify

women’s voice so that women can exercise their rights to information and local services;
l In order to provide better services, there is a need of effective coordination among local govt. representatives

and govt. officials;
l To improve the relationship between govt. agencies and representatives of local govt. framing of an appro-

priate policy and corresponding rules and regulations is highly needed;
l There is a need of extensive training for the elected female LG representatives so that they could smoothly

perform their duties and can undertake both conventional and non-conventional development activities;
l There is a need to ensure effective service of govt. official in terms of reporting system, monitoring and per-

formance assessment of LG activities. 

Accomplishment Component 1.4 Sharing meeting with local media person

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad organized 13 sharing meetings with the local media workers in 10 districts. A total
number of 573 representatives of the local media (print & electronic), including the elected male and female mem-
bers, UP Chairmen, Councilors, Political leaders, BMP central and field level members attended the programmes.
In making a gender sensitive society, the meetings emphasized the active role of print and electronic media and
stressed the importance of organizing more sharing meetings and roundtable conferences with media personnel
for addressing the culturally determined subordination of women in society in the economic, social and political
spheres.

The purpose of the programme was to bridge up the grassroots women with the local media and shares the chal-
lenges being faced by the women local govt. representatives and the needs and concerns of the women to uphold
their causes through media support. The elected local govt. male and female representatives, UP chairmen, political
leaders, councilors, local media personnel (Printing & Electronic) and BMP central and field level members at-
tended the meetings. The news of the meetings was widely covered in the national newspapers and TV in the fol-
lowing day.

Among others, the senior journalists and media-persons who attended the meetings were: Sheikh Mahiuddin
Ahmed, Channel Eye;   Golam Mostofa, Staff Reporter, the Somokal;  Niamul Kabir Shojol, the Kaler Kantha;
Md. Abul kashem, editor, Swadesh; Ayuub Ali, Staff Reporter, ntv; A.K.M Ilias Siddiqi- Chairman, the Press Club:
Maniruzzaman Monu,  journalist , Amar Desh;  Motiar Rahman Mia, journalist, Dainik Ajkaler Khabor; Shah
Mohammad Faruque the Daily Ittefaq;  Mr. Kamruzzaman Khan, Chairman, Kaukhali Press Club,  Sheikh Nurul
Huda Babu, General Secretary, Press Club; Masum Billah, Journalist, Riaz Ahmed Nahid, Representative, Rtv,
Pirojpur; Nurul Huda Babu, Dainik Motobad.

Sharing meetings were held in all 10 districts at Zilla Parishad Office, Hall room, Mymensingh; Akhchashi
Kallayan Sangtha, Madhukhali; and Kaukhali Mahila Parishad Office held two meetings, Belabo, Sufia Kamal
Bhavan, BMP for Dhaka Mohanagar (two meetings}, Madhukhali had two meetings, Mymensingh, Natore, Per-
ojepur, Sunamganj and Barisal.
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Emerging issues for discussion

l The media can play a proactive role to provide women the chance to focus their needs and concerns and to
be involved at all levels of decision-making;

l Media must assume responsibility for the role they play in forming public opinion and ensure that portrayal
of women reflects the dignity and equal right for women and ensures space for consideration of concerns
that affect women in their political empowerment;

l The issue of women’s political empowerment must move from being an exclusive concern of women to being
an issue for all. Women and men must join hands to confront social barriers and to ensure justice and equality; 

l The women do not get adequate opportunities to participate in political activities due to non-cooperation of
family, social pressure cum prejudices, religious obstacles and lack of education;

l The political environment is not friendly and conducive to support the elected women members to perform
their responsibilities properly. Some male members/chairmen have negative attitude towards elected women
members. In several cases, the husbands of the elected women representatives directly involve themselves in
their wives day to day political activities and interfere in decision making;

l Inadequate education and training, lack of access to resources and information, financial hardship, unem-
ployment, lack of proper access to parental property mostly dispirits women to involve in politics;

l The roles and responsibilities of women LG representatives are not clearly defined. The women members do
not get access in decision making and get fewer budget allocations than that of male;                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Recommendations

l In making a gender sensitive society, the meetings emphasized that the print and electronic media can play
proactive s for addressing the culturally determined subordination of women in society in the economic,
social and political spheres; 

l The media was urged to highlight the obstructions and hindrances faced by the elected representatives of the
Local Government, especially of the lowest tier, the UP at the grassroots level; 

l Participating journalists suggested that to focus the importance and urgency of the issue of women’s empow-
erment at the grassroots level on priority, senior journalists like Editors, Sub-editors should be invited to shar-
ing meetings of this kinds; 

l Local media-men are addressed and discussed to publish news-items on overall development goal for women’s
empowerment that covers in promoting and protecting women’s rights; eliminating discrimination against
women; enhancing women’s participation in mainstream political activities; ensuring women’s empowerment
in the field of polities and decision making; acknowledging women’s contribution in social and economic
spheres; depict positive images of women; 

l Greater awareness campaign is needed for raising the voice of the society on women’s human and political
rights.  Social maladies are needed to repair by formulating effective law and policy. The media should come
forward in this regard;

l Mass media should be used to mobilize public opinion in such a way so that the realization about the benefits
of women participation in politics could be created among people;

l The media should publish more success stories on women elected representatives of Local Government;
l BMP should make necessary homework to identify the areas of collaboration with media. BMP may involve

journalist to provide expert opinion in this regard;
l More opportunities should be provided to women in participating leadership training, training on their roles

and responsibilities while working as a LG representative. They should be encouraged through seminar, movie
& symposium etc.
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Accomplishment Component 1.5: Radio spot, leaflet, Poster, TV Spot, Documentary.

Aiming at creating mass awareness for strengthening the Local Government through empowerment of grassroots
women, Radio spot (RDC),titling, “Trinamul Narir Khamotayan” has been produced and aired by the Radio Furti
and the Radio Today in between popular programmes (10.00 AM to 2.00 PM, 5.00 PM to 6.00 PM and 10.00 PM
to 11.00 PM). The spots have been transmitted 180 times with duration of 90 seconds each. These radio spots
(RDC) have been broadcasted in order to create awareness on women empowerment, mostly political empower-
ment of women among the mass people. . The broadcast of the messages contributed Bangladesh Mahila Parishad
to disseminate the messages to a larger number of women and men at the grassroots level at a time;
In addition, a TV spot has been designed and produced and necessary action is in progress to get it telecast.

Component 2:  Advocacy and Lobby with different stakeholders.

Keeping in consideration the aims of creating awareness among mass people and community leaders on political
empowerment of women, activities of Workshops, roundtable discussion and erection of Bill board were under
taken. 

The following activities were planned to implement under this component:

Component 2.1 Workshop at local level
Component2.2 Roundtable discussion
Component2.3  Erection of Bill Board
Component2.4 Advocacy material develop.
Component2.5 Bulletin

Component 2.1: Workshop at Local level 

Accomplishment: Workshop at Local level

As a part of its strong Advocacy and Lobby and to fulfill the need for making different stakeholders including the
Local Government authorities familiar with and aware of the precarious situation and hazardous condition of
women elected representatives in the Local Government bodies, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad has organized three
(3) Workshops, Three workshops were held in three locations, namely Dhaka on 06 September 2013, Pirojpur on
14th February 2014 and Madhukhali on 26th June 2014. 

The workshops were intended to continue the role of advocacy with the political stakeholders on the overall gov-
ernance conditions and challenges of local government, make an assessment on the state of elected women repre-
sentatives and thereby ensuring their greater involvement in local government bodies. The BMP central and district
committees arranged the programmes. Bangladesh Mahila Parishad (BMP) expected that these day long workshops
would yield in clearer and practical understanding of the situation especially the obstructions and barriers were in
existence and faced by the women elected representatives. These workshops particularly discussed and highlighted
the role of local government in establishing democracy, good governance & empowerment of grassroots women.
The objective was broadly to capture support of the Government officials working at that level to create and help
sustaining an enabling environment for the elected women representatives to take part in the decision making
process equally as those of men.

The workshop that was held at CIRDAP Auditorium was chaired by Ayesha Khanam, President, of the Bangladesh
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Mahila Parishad. The Local Government Expert, Professor Dr. Tofayel Ahmed and the Additional Secretary, Local
Government Division, Ms. Juena Aziz, were present as the special guests.   As many as 150 participants included
UP members, Vice Chairmen, Councilors and other stakeholders attended and participated in the discussion of the
workshop.   

Ayesha Khanam, President of Bangladesh Mahila Parishad stated that the history of revolution of women related
to local governance had started since long. In course of lobbying with different stakeholders including the Gov-
ernment, BMP has been carrying out conducting various movements to have achieved inclusion of women in the
system of governance in the country. She mentioned that the target of BMP was to secure seats for the women
candidates in the government systems. Currently, BMP works for alleviating the struggles and challenges faced
by the elected women representatives from the grassroots level to the central deciding agencies of the government. 
Professor Dr. Tofayel Ahmed stated that the political scenario in Bangladesh would be enriched if increased number
of women who were conscious and conversant with their rights could participate in the system. It would further-
more enhance the route towards good governance, nationally. A deep correlation existed between social and na-
tional empowerment of women and the role of local government in the grassroots level, through which good
governance could be established, he mentioned. He elaborated on the current local governance infrastructure and
proposed amendments to the system.

The Special Guest of the occasion and Additional Secretary of the Local Government (LG) Division of the Gov-
ernment of Bangladesh asserted that a strong and effective local government was very essential for sustaining
democracy in Bangladesh. People’s rule, meaning the democracy could be instituted if an efficient and stronger
leadership from the local government at the grassroots could be built effective and stronger. She further said women
produced important contributions in all spheres of the national development. She assured enhancement of women’s
authority side by side through increasing honoraria of the elected Chairmen, Upazila Vice Chairmen and UP mem-
bers. She called upon to all to raise voices against those who wanted to stop women’s advancement in the name
of ‘Islam’. She made known the grounds responsible for women’s advancement:

l The responsibility of implementing the allocations given to Union Parishad was actually placed on the women
Members; because of UP Members’ lack of knowledge of the Manual and the Circular, they could not produce
evidences of their competence;

l The Government was undertaking projects for women’s development, but could not be able to implement;
l Men side by side of women were required to be responsive and prepared to extend their hands of coopera-

tion;
l We needed to protest against those who were deliberately issuing misleading statements, ‘Fatwa’ against

women;
l The women elected in the reserved seats of the Union Parishad were not informed of the  allocations that it

was held in reserve for them;
l A woman was actually  positioned in her own situation like that of  a man was advancing with equal skill and

competence;
l Only criticizing others would not do, we would have to consider  the positive sides, as well;
l Patriotism is a great virtue. Because of our patriotism, we could fight for the independence of the country

and mother language;
l The moral education is a necessity for us for the harassments of which the women are the victims. The dep-

recation could be stopped if we are educated and aware;
l We will have to change our habits, the mind-set.
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The woman Vice Chairman of Babuganj Upazila of Barisal district, Farzana binte Wahab said that they (woman) 
were facing problems as much as things were being modernized. A Law relating to the Right to Information is in
existence, but practically this was not being easily accessible to know information rightly. She further commented
that in these days when Information technology was at the peak, the women were in the shadows of ignorance.
Women leaders those who are in the Parliament both in the treasury  bench and the opposition had not practically
struggled to be there, but the women those who were coming from the grassroots had to overcome family, social,
political and economic barriers. She claimed that no parents now- a- days told their children the stories of the war
of liberation; as such, patriotism was not seen that prominently among the children of today. In absence of patri-
otism, the country cannot prosper towards development. It was necessary  to build patriotic citizens in all sectors.
In course of her work as an Upazila Vice Chairman, what she had encountered was mentioned as:

l The circular issued for Upazila  was required to be revised;
l the word, ‘woman’ should be avoided in case of women Vice Chairman, the men counterpart Upazila Vice

Chairman was never titled as man Vice Chair;
l to ensure development of the country, all irrespective of his /her own place & position should speak up and

raise voices;
l the roles and responsibilities of Union Parishad Members were explicitly stated, but no specific roles of the

Upazila Vice Chair were available;
l specific allocation should be made for a specific work;
l the vehicle assigned for official tasks was actually used for personal needs; 
l Above all, we have the failures to conceive and understand  about anything related     to the functions of the

Parishad

Maleka Banu, General Secretary of BMP explained how women had played significant roles in all ages across all
movements towards achieving women’s rights in the national history. It was all the prominent during the war of
liberation and beyond during the national reconstruction and rehabilitation, but the contribution of women still
then lacked recognition socially and nationally, she mentioned. She further asserted that local government must
be empowered and made independent so that capable and effective governance in the grassroots level was ensured.
Over 150 participants took part in the workshop including 13 women UP Members, 4 Vice Chairmen, and 3 Coun-
cilors & Representatives from 10 districts of the project catchment area.  

Three workshops were held in three locations, namely Dhaka, Pirojpur and Madhukhali. to have ensured concen-
trated participation and collective contribution, participants were divided into three groups at each of the work-
shops.

In Dhaka, 54 participants took part in the Group work.

Participants list: Group no -1
1. Ms. Farida Parvin,  Vice chairman-Natore;
2. Minara Begum, Panel Mayor- Pirojpur;
3. Shahinur Begum, UP Member- Pirojpur; 
4. Helena Rafiq, General Secretary- Pirojpur;
5. Shunanda shomaddar, General Secretary. BMP-Kaukhali; 
6. Nurjahan Begum, General Secretary- Barisal;
7. Shima, Grassroots woman, Barguna;
8. Sufia Begam, UP Member, Barguna;
9. Mahamuda, UP Member, Barguna;
10. Mst. Shahanara, UP Member, Barguna;
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11. Champa, Movement Secretary, Barguna;
12. Shabita Saha, Grassroots Woman;
13. Shahana Begum, Vice Chairman- Pirojpur;  Zilla;
14. Shireena Afroz, Movement Secretary- Pirojpur; and
15. Shahajadi, Member- Bangladesh Mahila Parishad.

Three Groups were given three questions each to put forward their recommendations. Group 1 recommended their
views in response to the question 1. ‘What do you understand by empowerment of women- how necessary  steps
be taken to raise awareness of all, irrespective of women & men towards political empowerment of women- in
this respect, what actions have to be done by Bangladesh Mahila Parishad?

Answer: The empowerment of women symbolizes establishment of women’s rights on the basis of equality with
men, ensuring Human rights of the women, equal participation of women in decision-making process. The neces-
sary steps are:

l The girl children should be brought up as humans from the moments of birth- the awareness of the family
must be raised in this regard;

l Women’s education is to be made sure;
l The programme of co-education should be stimulated;
l Women-friendly environment in the workplaces should be ensured;
l Participation of women in politics should be increased which will eventually reduce the disparity of empow-

erment;
l The disparity in employment should be stopped;
l In this regard, the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad should stimulate forceful women leadership through organizing

training courses;
l The on-going advocacy and lobbying at the decision making level of the Government should be further

boosted;
l Social mobilization should be built to augment the slogan, ‘Women’s rights are the Human rights’;
l Grassroots organizations of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad should be made stronger with providing of lo-

gistics support.

The Group 1 answered to the question 2, which stated whether the women public representatives at all levels of
the Local Government could carry out their own roles and responsibilities-if not, then what are the causes do you
think:

Answer: the women public representatives at all levels of the Local Government cannot carry out their own roles
and responsibilities, because of

l Disparity-oriented attitude;
l Political disorders;
l Immoral manners (Chairmen & men UP members);
l Opposition of the family;
l Lack of equality;
l Weak Infrastructure;
l Shortage of competent candidates;
l Scarcity of women’s unity;
l Radical trend of thinking;
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The Group 1 answered to the question 3, which speaks of what the impacts are created in personal and social lives
of the mass women as a consequence of increased violent fundamentalism and ultra-communalism. In course of
defending against the misrepresented force, what do you think about what kinds of actions be taken by the
Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, the society of women and the women leaders/representatives?
Answer: As a consequence of the increasing number of incidences of violent fundamentalism and ultra-commu-
nalism, the personal and social lives of the mass women have moved them toward the back.  As a result, obstacles
are produced in establishing Human Rights for women, restricting the direction for flourishing women’s equality.
Threats are founded in all fields including women’s education, social advancement and unrestricted movement.
Means of resistance:

l All women in togetherness should build the resistance;
l Awareness is to be raised; 
l Women’s unity is essential;
l Through the movements, the Government should be reminded of adopting measures against those anti-women

elements;
l For a women-friendly society, actions are required to be continued joining hands in hands

Participants’ list: Group no -2

1. Farjana binte Wahab, Vice Chairman, Babuganj, Barisal;
2. Khadija Nasrin Shefali, Movement Secretary, Barisal;
3. Piara Begam, Grassroots Organizer, Agailjhara, Barisal;
4. Ishrat Aman, Councillor, Barisal City Corporation;
5. Shilpi Majumdar, Secretary, Perojepur; 
6. Shahida Begam, Upazilla Vice Chairman, Zianagar, Perojepur;
7. Laila Khaleda, Movement Secretary, Dhaka Mohanagar;
8. Shahida Akram, Chairman, Madhukhali;
9. Khadija Begum, General Secretary, Barguna;
10. Tania Akther, UP member, Belabo;
11. Lakhmi Talukdar, Member, Shunamganj;
12. Manjuara Salam, Movement Secretary, Madhukhali;
13. Rijia Hossain, Member, Madhukhali;
14. Gouri Bhattacharya, General Secretary, Sunamganj;
15. Dipali, Member, Sunamganj;
16. Roksana Begum, Movement Secretary, Belabo;
17. Majeda Akther, UP member, Sunamganj;
18. Jaheda Begum, Member, Sunamganj;
19. Shanchita Chowdhuri, Movement Secretary, Sunamganj.
20. Piara Yeasmin, UP Member, Belabo; and
21. Shahida, UP Member, Belabo.

The Group 2 answered to the question 1 of how the participation of women can be increased for women’s political
empowerment at the grassroots and in all decision making process. What do you think about what kinds of meas-
ures can be taken by Bangladesh Mahila Parishad.
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Answer: Aiming at increased participation for political empowerment and decision-making process, the following
points should be considered: 
l Awareness raising meeting, Courtyard sittings;
l Act of public relations should conducted;
l Training on political empowerment should be imparted;
l Issue-based seminar and workshops should be organized;

Measures to be taken by BMP:

l In this regard, awareness meeting in participation of women and men should be implemented;
l Holding Group discussions to motivate women mentally on political empowerment;
l Women leaders/representatives should stand beside women as a strong organization;
l Billboards on this subject should be erected in all Unions;
l Programmes to be chalked out to resist the force acting against women’s movements;
l Training is to be imparted to the grassroots women.

The Group 2 answered question 2 of whether participation of the women public representatives is there in all sub-
committees at all levels of the Local Government. If not, what do they think that how his could be elevated

Answer:  No effective participation of the women public representatives exists in the sub-committees of the Local
Government. For this, following measures be taken:

l Idea about the up-to-date circular issued by the Government should be obtained and the information should
be collected through own initiatives;

l Separate allocations should be kept reserved for women;
l Forceful demand for inclusion in the sub-committees of the Local Government should be voiced;
l Women organization should be constituted for achieving own rights.

The Group 2 answered question 3, which speaks of what the impacts are created in personal and social lives of the
women in general as a consequence of increased violent fundamentalism and ultra-communalism. In course of
defending against the misrepresented force, what do you think about what kinds of actions be taken by the
Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, the society of women and the women leaders/representatives?

Answer: Women should come out breaking the ultra-communalism created by violent fundamentalism.

l Actions against malicious pronouncements are to be mobilized through house to house visit;
l Movements for reinstating the 1972 Constitution should be demonstrated;
l The movement for the kind of ‘the religion is for individuals, but the country belongs to all’ should be com-

menced.

Measures to be taken by BMP:

l The Bangladesh Mahila Parishad should be more movement-oriented;
l Self confidence is to be stretched out;
l Te religiously fanatics should be motivated;
l Men are to be gathered together in the awareness activities;
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l The public representatives should stay hard-working, competent and transparent.

Participants’ list: Group no-3

1. Kazi Shireen Bahar, Finance Secretary, Mymensingh;
2. Monira Begum, General Secretary, Mymensingh;
3. Nehar Begum, Vice Chairman, Sunamganj;
4. Monowara Begum, UP Member, Mymensingh;
5. Hosneara (Ripa), Member, Kaukhali;
6. Morsheda Akther Mina, Representative, Noupara, Madhukhali;
7. Roksana Binu, Representative, Kaukhali;
8. Popy Akther, Grassroots Woman, Belabo;
9. Mamata Sikdar, Organizing Secretary, Kaukhali;
10. Nasreen Sultana Rani, Member, Kaukhali.
11. Maryam Begam, Organizer, Barisal;
12. Shama Bashak, General Secretary, Natore & Member, Central Committee;
13. Rima Khan, Member, Kallyanpur, Dhaka Mohanagar;
14. Nasima Khanam, Movement Secretary, Kallyanpur, Paikpara, Dhaka Mohanagar.
15. Dilruba Habib Dolly, Member, Dhaka Mohanagar;
16. Shathi Naznin, UP Member, Mymensingh;
17. Kohinur, Commissioner, Natore; and
18. Josna Begam, Oganizer, Natore.

The Group 3 answered question 1 of whether they feel the necessity of training for the elected public representatives
on Local Government.

Answer:

l Training is required to be imparted on how economic self-reliance is achieved;
l Training on the Policy on the Rights of Women should be imparted;
l Training should organized on how the Local Government could be regulated;
l Training is to be provided for developing leadership qualities.

The Group 3 answered question 2 of what the impacts are created in personal and social lives of the women in
general as a consequence of the increased violence of fundamentalism and ultra-communalism of the present day.
In course of defending against such mischievous force, what do you think about what kinds of actions be taken by
the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, the society of women and the women leaders/representatives?

Answer:

l Women’s autonomy is being encroached;
l Family obstructions and social obstacles;
l Suffers from insecurity, women cannot come out of the houses after the evenings

The Group 3 answered question 3 of how much the on-going project of ‘Strengthening the Local Government
through empowering grassroots women’ of the BMP could motivate the women public representatives of the local
Government to work effectively and with competence.

l This project amply inspired the local public representatives;
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l Relatively, the project yielded better work relations with the Chairmen.

In her concluding remarks, the Chair, Ayesha Khanam said that the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad has been working
since long to establish women’s rights in all spheres of life. This on-going efforts must be continued through the
direction of the new leadership being flourished at the national and sub national levels. They are supporting us in
raising the qualitative directions. The greatest virtue of the women is that they are are mothers; but the identity is
not sufficient towards achieving everything...we have the responsibility to be identified as human beings and per-
haps we need to continue the movement to achieve the goal. She further disclosed that child marriage, polygamy,
dowry, etc. were the issues of movement at the first phase. in its second phase, women’s repression and in the
third  phase, we are involved in the movements towards achieving women’s rights, Human Rights  and democracy.
Corruption cannot be given protection by any means; however, the recommendations received through the Group
works should be considered with care and sincerity. Bangladesh Mahila Parishad will continue liaising with proper
authorities in the Government and with the relevant administration. Since the grassroots women representatives
are required to work with the Chairmen, the will have to demonstrate the power of the efficiency and competence.
Whatever opportunities we have achieved, we will have to move forward utilizing these limited opportunities. All
members of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad should be conversant with the Declarations and the Constitution of
the Parishad. To succeed in the struggle, the basic principles are required to be absorbed in own selves. The mi-
norities should always be looked after. To prevent the incidences of violence, drug trading, social depreciation,
etc.,  the UP Members should be quick to resist; no one should should be on waiting to receive the monthly  hon-
orarium. She assured that Bangladesh Mahila Pahila Parishad will always stand beside them.

The second workshop held at Pirojpur was attended by 105 participants included, among others,  the Deputy
Commissioner, Pirojpur, the Upazila Chairman, the Panel Mayor (woman),the Upazila Vice Chairman, the UP
Chairmen and other elected Public representatives along with various other stakeholders including local and central
level organizers of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad. Monica Mondal, the President of the Perojepur District branch
of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad chaired the workshop;  A K M Shamimul Huq Siddiqui, Deputy Commissioner,
Perojepur was the chief guest and Matiur Rahman Sarder, Upazila Chairman, Minara Begum, Panel Mayor  and
Dr. Tapan Basu, Upazila Vice Chairman were present as special guests. In addition, as representatives of the Central
Committee of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, the Movement Secretary, Kazi Sufia Akhter and the Vice President,
Laxmi Chakravarty,   participated in the workshop.

Narrating the evolution of the Local Government, especially the Union Parishad, Kazi Sufia Akhter Shelly, Move-
ment Secretary of the Central Committee of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad  said that the role of the Local Gov-
ernment was very important to govern the country and to establish good governance and accountability of the
ruling Government. Before 1935, women of this part of world had no voting rights; in fact, women acquired voting
rights only in 1957 through the Ordnance promulgated by the Provincial Government of Pakistan. After emergence
of Bangladesh as an independent, sovereign country, to ensure women’s representation in the Local Government
at the grassroots level, arrangement was made to nominate 2 women to each of the Union Parishads through is-
suance of the Local Government Ordnance in 1976. However, the Union Parishad (UP) is the oldest instrument
of local government with a history extending back to the 1870s when Village Panchayets were introduced by
British colonial rule to maintain law and order in rural areas with the help of local people. It is currently the lowest
tier of local government in rural areas and comprises a democratically elected body of 12 members (of which three
are reserved seats for women). Each union consists of nine wards each of which elects one member. The Chair is
elected across the union and the three reserved seats are elected from three wards each.
The Deputy Commissioner, Pirojpur and the Chief Guest of the occasion, A K M Shamimul Huq Siddiqui said
that our country would further be developed if the local government was further strengthened. In view of this, the
Government had adopted various steps to strengthen the LG Institutions. He said that the conditions of the Union
Parishads and those of the Upazila had been improved quite a lot and the scope of work had also been enlarged.
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He thought that if these improved scope of work could be utilized in the right directions, our country would have
continued to grow. However, the situation of the elected women representatives could not be properly evaluated.
Citing his experiences gathered through his field visits, he confirmed that the elected UP Members and women
Vice Chairmen were not given proper attention. He however expressed his conviction saying that the present sit-
uation of the local Government had been transformed to a great deal than what was prevailing in the recent past.
Those who would be elected this time would have witnessed better and improved working environment than what
was seen by the elected representatives in the immediate past. Being elected in the reserved seats, women are
being equipped with confidence and self- assertion to be gradually able to even contest and be elected to the general
seats.

Groups of the Pirojpur Workshop:

At this workshop held at Perojepur, participants in three groups were provided with three different questions to
concentrate and put forward their recommendations accordingly.

Group 1

1. Jahanara Begum, UP Member, Tona UP;
2. Luxnahar, UP Member, Barguna Sadar UP;
3. Shahinur Begum, UP Member, Shankapasha UP;
4. Mst. Sheuli Begum, UP Member, Barguna Sadar UP;
5. Malina Akhtar, UP Member, Barguna Sadar UP;
6. Beauty Begum, UP Member, Perejepur Kodomtola UP;
7. Ambia Begum, UP Member, Perejepur Kodomtola UP
8. Leena sarker, Member,
9. Anju Rani Chakravarty, UP Member, Barguna Sadar UP

Group 1 was given the question of how women’s participation could be increased for encouraging and ensuring
women’s participation in political empowerment and in decision making process. According to your opinion, what
kinds of support BMP could provide! 

The Group recommended that

1. Equal allocation of same amount & quantity allocated to three men elected representatives of the Ward
should be allotted to the women elected representative of the reserved seat of the Ward;

2. The resolution of the regular monthly meeting should be presented. Important posts in 13 different Standing
Committees should be kept reserved for the women elected representatives;

3. One elected women representative of the reserved seats should he selected to attend the Upazila Parishad’s
monthly meeting on a rotation basis;

4. The budget of the Union Parishad should be presented openly in public to accept suggestions and conduct
UP administration with transparency;

5. Bangladesh Mahila Parishad has adopted required measures for empowering grassroots women, but formal
training should be arranged for imparting the details of empowerment. 

Group 2

1. Mukul Begum;  Movement Secretary, Kawkhali
2. Momtaz Begum; 
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3. Liza Begum;
4. Rahima Begum;
5. Sheuli Begum;
6. Freoza Begum;
7. Suraiya Begum; and
8. Farzana Huq

Group 2 was given the question of whether the women elected representatives at different tiers could perform
their duties & responsibilities. If no, what are the reasons you thank. They identified following points as reasons:

1. Religious prejudice and misunderstanding; 
2. Lack of congenial social outlook;
3. Inference of the bureaucrats;
4. Obstructions created by the men counterparts for women’s performance;
5. Inference of the local influential people;
6. Assignment of works is not equally distributed by the men Chairmen;
7. Lack of opportunities to accomplish a task;
8. Union Parishad is the first tier of democracy. Services relating to education, healthcare, security can easily

be reached out to the doorsteps of all through proper management of UP administration;
9. It requires to be ensured whether the UP Chairman have distributed works and authority to all woman and

men UP Members;

Group 3

1. Taslima Shahnaz;
2. Mita Majumder;
3. Feroza Khan;
4. Shilpi Majumder;
5. Shahina Perveen;
6. Safia Begum;
7. Khadiza Akhter;
8. Malina Paul;
9. Jahanara Foraji;
10. Momtaz Begum;
11. Sufia Begum;
12. Taslia begum;
13. Selina Begum; and
14. Lutfun Nessa

Group 3 was asked about whether they feel the necessity of training to be organized on the roles of the elected
women representatives. If so what are those. The comments of the Group were:

1. Organization of training is a must;
2. Training on the UP Manual;
3. Occasional refreshers’ courses in presence of the Chairmen should be arranged;
4. Elected public representatives should be careful to implement all Human Rights. BMP should initiate to con-

stitute a Committee with inclusion of a woman member at the grassroots level. To enhance transparency of
the Committee’s performance the Police administration can be involved in the Committee;
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5. Verbal assurance to ensure women’s participation will be of no use, unless proper training is imparted to
women elected representatives to enable them to perform their political obligations at the grassroots level.

The third workshop was organized at Madhukhali with participation of 74 persons included, among others, the
Upazila Nirbahi Officer, the Upazila Chairman, the Vice Chairman (woman), the Principal of the local College,
the Education Officer, the Social Welfare Officer and different other stakeholders, local leaders, elites, etc. The
workshop was presided over by the President of Madhukhali branch of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Shahida
Akram. The Bangladesh Mahila Parishaid was also represented by its General Secretary of the Central Committee,
Maleka Banu; the Director, Advocacy & Lobby, Jauna Goswasmi and the Programme Officer, Sabrina Naz.  The
Upazila Nirbahi Officer, Sazia Rahman was the Chief Guest, while the Upazila Chairman, Azizur Rahman Mollah,
Kamarkhali UP Chairman, Lutfor Rahman, women Vice Chairman, Asma Khatun, the Principal of the Government
Ainuddin College, Bidhan Chandra Mondal, the Education Officer, Abdul Awal Akon, the Social Welfare Officer,
Pranab Kumar Sarkar were present as special guests.

The General Secretary of the Central Committee, Dr. Maleka Banu in her speech said that the democracy was not
just a form of ruling the country, rather the democratic norms should be practiced everywhere in the society. She
underscored that Bangladesh has made policy commitments to accelerate growth, alleviate poverty, take advantage
of new opportunities and meet the challenges of the future.  Within this broad framework, the country is committed
to ensuring equality for all citizens and to eliminating all forms of discrimination against women. Equality means
that women and men enjoy the same status and conditions and have equal opportunity for realizing their potential
to contribute to and benefit from political, economic, social and cultural development.

The Upazila Nirbahi Officer and Chief Guest of the event, Sazia Rahman said that since liberation of the country
women had progressed a long way in the field of education. The portrayal of a woman of 1971 and that of 2014
is not the same-the situation and condition of women had transformed to greater extent towards achieving women’s
employment in the government and non-government organizations. Women, for the first time, joined the Civil
Service in 1986 and at present at least one woman reached to the rank of a Secretary of the government and many
others are working at the level of the Joint Secretary. Besides the civil service, women are now employed in the
Army, the Navy and the Air Force. Even outside the country, women are efficiently working in the Bangladeshi
Missions. She said that we speak of equal rights between women and men, unfortunately, we the women are not
capable of even serious to accept equality in action. Bangladesh Mahila Parishad is the pioneer of taking women’s
needs and concerns forward and it should continue to encourage grassroots women to have achieved the same
success like that of a few educated women. She suggested that workshops of this kind should be organized in an
open space so that general public are informed about what is being talked and discussed in order to ensure grass-
roots women’s rights towards political empowerment.

The participants were then divided into two Groups and undertook Group work. Each of the Groups was given a
set of three questions to discuss and identify their priority needs.

Participants’ of Group 1 

1. Minu Begum, UP Member; 
2. Nurun Nahar, UP Member;
3. Lutfor Rahman, UP Member;
4. Asma Begum, UP Member;
5. Shamima Begum, UP Member;
6. Hafizur Rahman, UP Member;
7. Indira Biswas, UP Member;
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8. Rahima Begum, UP Member;
9. Rebecca Khanom, UP Member;
10. Nasreen Kalam, UP Member;
11. Rezaul Karim, Physician;
12. Feroza Begum, Social Welfare Secretary.

Group 1 identified following priority areas in answer to the question of what are problems of their area those
require to be raised:

l Problem of road communication; 
l Water logging;
l Problem of use of drugs;
l Insecurity;
l Eve-teasing;
l Thefts and dacoits;
l Violence against women and children;
l Shortage of furniture in schools & colleges;
l Drinking water free from arsenic;
l Problem of electricity;
l Problem of river erosion;
l Absence of awareness;
l Poverty;
l Problem of Fundamentalism;
l Pressure of the Influential Groups;
l Political impact;
l Under developed youth;
l Problem of bridge & culverts;
l Social stigma;
l Misevaluation of UP Members.

Group 1 answered the question 2 of what are the obstacles to have established coordination between local govern-
ment and local administration: 

l Payment of honorarium not paid properly & regularly;
l Absence of proper facilities to communicate;
l Misevaluation of the Public representative.

Group 1 answered the question 3 of what are the effective roles to be adopted by the elected public representatives
towards strengthening the local government:

l Budget allocation to be made at the local level and allocation should also be given to women elected repre-
sentatives;

l Raising skills & efficiency of women elected representatives and ensure provision of budget uplift of rural
women.

Participants’ of Group 2

1. Mst. Samira Sultana, UP Member;
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2. Md. Karim Ahmed, UP Member;
3. Md. Kuddus Mia, UP Member;
4. Md. Tuku Mia, UP Member;
5. Md. Miznur Rahman, UP Member;
6. Chhamira Sultana, UP Member;
7. A. Rashid Sheikh, UP Member;
8. Md. Taleb Husain, UP Member;
9. Mst. Shirin Sultan, UP Member;
10. Sheikh Rehana Sultana, Vice President;
11. Siddique, UP Member;
12. Rezaul Karim, UP Member;
13. Panna Begum, UP Member;
14. Kamrun Nahar, UP Member; and
15. Md. Hannan Shiekh, UP Member;

Group 2 identified following priority areas in answer to the question of what are priority problems of their area
those require to be raised:

l Problem of commuting; 
l Water logging;
l Low rate of literacy;
l Thefts and dacoits in the area;
l Problem of Violence against women;
l Problem of drug use;
l Child rape;
l Child marriage;
l Dowry;
l Problem of teasing.

Group 2 answered the question 2 of what are the obstacles to have established coordination between local govern-
ment and local administration:

l Corruption prone Administration; 
l Non-cooperation in Social services;
l Chairman’s non-cooperation.

Group 2 answered the question 3 of what are the effective roles to be adopted by the elected public representatives
towards strengthening the local government:

l Bringing peaceful environment to the society;
l Conducting Monthly Coordination meeting as expected;
l Holding courtyard meeting;
l Executing work in the Ward in discussing with its inhabitants;
l Repairing the conditions of the streets of the locality;
l Increasing the rate of literacy;
l Prevention of Child marriage.
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Emerging issues for discussions

1. Provisions have been introduced to encourage women’s participation in elections including separate voting
booths which ensure separate queues. In the 2008 National Elections, more women were registered as voters
than men and turned out to vote in equal numbers. It was noted that in contrast to the past where voters had
been subjected to harassment, the calm and secure environment prevailing at most polling stations was, at
least in part, reason for the exceptionally high turnout (87%). The social mobilization activities of NGOs are
also credited with promoting the ideal of exercising franchise. There remains evidence to suggest that most
women continue to be expected to vote in line with their spouses;

2. Over the last two decades the initiative to ensure equal rights of women and non-discrimination has gained
momentum in the country and has been successful in mobilizing and coordinating women to stand up for
their rights. Women’s participation in all spheres of local government gradually increases;

3. The women can directly participate in all elections at the national level and local level Government. As equity
measure, the Constitution of Bangladesh contains provision for quota of women in the national and local
Government representations. The reserved seats for women in the Parliament were increased from 30 to 45
in 2006 and they are elected by the Parliament Members of the general seats;

4. In 1997, one-third of the local Government seats of members/councillors were reserved for women who would
be elected by the direct vote of the people. This has become a milestone for women’s participation in the po-
litical empowerment process;

5. Lack of awareness of common people regarding women’s political rights, gender discrimination , sexual ha-
rassment, party and central representatives’ undue influence, influence of black money in election, absence
of  honour and low honorarium and lack of advocacy and awareness programmes etc. work as the major  ob-
structions towards women’s participation in political  process;

6. Inadequate education and training, lack of access to resources and information, financial hardship, unem-
ployment, lack of proper access to parental property mostly causes dejection and thus dissuades women to
involve in politics. 

During election, the general voters usually express aspirations to do something special for the women candi-
date, but usually they forget it;

A UP female member represents 3 wards but these three reserved seats for women overlap that of three others
which causes two members representing the same seat. This leads to confusion and complication in performing
works;

The Chairmen are often intolerant to involve women elected representatives from UP functions as well as
fund allocation. They are excluded from major-decision making process and cannot take part in different
committees and sub-committees.  But they are forced to sign the resolutions of the meetings held.

Female representatives cannot be able to be present in the Shalish meetings which are usually scheduled and
held at night.
For the lack of adequate fund, the women representatives could not respond to fulfill their electoral promises.
Funds allotted to KABIKHA, TR, VGF, VGD & KABITA are not appropriately distributed against each ward.

Most of the elected women representatives are excluded from issuing citizenship certificates as well as from pro-
viding birth and death registration certificates
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Recommendations from Group work

1. The Government should have published Gazette notifications stating the roles and responsibilities of the
women LG elected representatives. Clear-cut, well-defined Manuals and booklets are needed to be issued
and circulated to all concerned by the Ministry of Local Government;

2. Advocacy and awareness raising through organizing seminars, workshops, human chains etc. involving mem-
bers of civil society, Human and Women Rights organizations, patrons of women’s emancipation, profession-
als, journalists & media workers, opinion leaders and political leaders etc.;

3. Movement against fundamentalism will have to be continued, sustained and strengthened;
4. Violence against women is both structural and cultural. Therefore, actions should be taken to create a culture

against VAW at all spheres of society;
5. Efforts need to be taken to increase awareness about gender concept within the society;
6. Movements to be strengthened to make the society free from patriarchal attitudes;
7. Men and women of all strata of society should be motivated on some key issues relating to Gender and De-

velopment, VAW, political empowerment of women and Human Rights. Existing women’s networking should
be expanded all over in the rural and urban areas of the country and be strengthened to capture people’s pos-
itive outlook toward women’s equal participation in development;

8. Involvement of   elected female representatives in all committees and sub-committees is extremely needed
for their appropriate involvement in local government. Works should be fairly distributed among the women
and men elected members to encourage and ensure that women elected representatives/members can elo-
quently participate in all types of functions and respond to their electoral promises as it should be; 

9. The participation of women representatives in Standing committees/ Coordination committees /committees
meetings should be made sure as eligible as committee members.  Their honorarium should be increased pro-
portionately to the area of their representation;

10. The widespread negative mindset of the political leaders and parties should change to an attitude which is
supportive and conducive to encourage women’s participation  in developmental activities towards growing
female leadership; they should be more collaborative towards women members and accept them as partners
and colleagues to be treated equally and without disparity; 

11. Elected women should be provided with Leadership training so that they could manage their political and
leadership obligations responsibly and with confidence. Motivational programmes along with increased op-
portunities for women in education, healthcare and employment should be launched by the Government and
the NGOs;

12. Steps are required for capacity building opportunities for creating enabling environment for elected women
representatives in decisions making process and all other activities stated to perform responsibilities in the
local government. Provide appropriate training to women so that they can correctly convene meetings, take
minutes of the meetings for records, maintain registers and conduct meetings; 

13. Equal distribution in budget allocation including funds for   KABIKHA, TR, VGF and VGD & KABITA
should be materialized; and

14. Mass media should be used to sensitize civil societies, political parties on political empowerment of women.
It can be done by organizing more dialogues and roundtable conferences.
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Achievement of the Component 2.2: Round Table 

During the reporting period, four one day-long Roundtable discussion meetings were held, the first one held at
Natore Upazila Parishad Auditorium on 30 November 2013; the second one held at Mymensingh Poruashava Au-
ditorium on 24 March 2014; the third one held at Kaukhali Upazila Meeting Room on 08 April 2014 and the fourth
one organized at the CIRDAP Auditorium in Dhaka on 07 June 2014.

Roundtable at Natore

The day-long Roundtable discussion meeting in Natore attended by 51 participants was chaired by the President
of Natore District branch, BMP, Ms. Dilara Begum. The Additional District Magistrate, Natore, Mr. Kazi Atiur
Rahman was the chief guest in the meeting  and the UNO, Natore, Mohammed Nayirujjaman, was present as the
Special Guest.

In addition, Mr. Ganesh Chandra Ghosh, Deputy Director, Ministry of Youth and Sports,   Md. Emdadul Haque,
Assistant Agricultural Extension Officer, Advocate Abdul Ohab, Adv. Khoghendranath Ray, Adv. Rashiduzzaman
Sadi, Natore Judge Court, Rubiya Begum, Councillor, Harishpur Union, Anwara Begum, 1,2,3 no. Ward Council-
lor, Noldanga Union, Kohinur Begum, Ward Councillor for No. 4, 5, 6 Wards , Ex Member, Parul Nahar, Chhatni
Union, members of the Civil Society,  Organizers of Natore district Branch, Journalists,  Kazi Sufia Akhter, Move-
ment Secretary, Central Committee,  Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Abujar Sobhani, Director, Admin and Project
Coordinator, Khodeja Akter, Nazma also participated at  the roundtable discussion meeting. 

Kazi Sufia Akhter, Movement Secretary of Central Committee, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, delivered the key-
note speech of the programme. She conveyed her heartfelt wishes and congratulations to everyone present in the
event and said that the fact that this roundtable discussion meeting was being held amidst the present turbulent
political scenario is in itself a very special and positive aspect and demonstrates the commitment of the participants
for the cause of raising awareness towards strengthening the local government through empowerment of the grass-
roots women.

The Additional District Magistrate, Kazi Atiur Rahman said that elected women representatives are required to
have claimed and acquired their own rights through building self- confidence and gaining experience through hard
work.

The Upazilla Nirbahi Officer, Md. Nayiruzzaman said that although women are elected to the reserved seats, but
they are being trained and qualified to contest in the general seats and be elected by direct election. Everyone,
particularly the women have to grow increased eligibility in terms of people’s acceptance and trust, so that man
and woman representatives will have equal opportunities without any discrimination in every aspect of decision
making process.

Different other speakers stressed that the elected women representatives should move forward boldly waving aside
all the hazards around and make them competent to empowering them to participate in the policies and decision
making process. They should be capable of incorporating women’s concerns and needs in policies, sectoral plans
and programmes.

News about the roundtable discussion meeting was published in the local newspaper the Daily Jonodesh and Uttar
Banga Barta. 
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Roundtable at Kawkhali

The day-long Roundtable discussion meeting at Kaukhali, attended by 85 participants was chaired by the President
of Kaukhali District branch of the BMP, Ms. Jahanur Begum. The Deputy Commissioner, Perojepur, A K M
Shamimul Huq Siddiqui was the chief guest in the meeting  and the Upazila Chairman, S M Ahsan Habib, the
UNO, Kaukhali, Hassan Habib and woman Upazila Vice Chairman,Fatima Yasmeen Poppy were present as the
Special Guests.

In addition, Mr. Aminur Rashid, Chairman, Kaukhali Sadar UP; Krishna Lal Guha, Chairman, Amrajhuri UP;
Md. Nazrul Islam Biswas, Chairman, Chirapara UP, members of the Civil Society,  Organizers of Kaukhali district
Branch, Journalists,  Sunanda Samaddar, General Secretary and Member of the Central Committee,   Bangladesh
Mahila Parishad, Sufia Akhter Shelly, Movement Secretary, the Central Committee,   Bangladesh Mahila Parishad
and Project Coordinator, Khodeja Akter Nazma also participated in  the roundtable discussion meeting. 
Kazi Sufia Akhter, Movement Secretary of Central Committee, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, delivered the key-
note speech. Conveying her gratitude and thanks to the Deputy Commissioner and all others present in the work-
shop, she said that Kaukhali geographically is though a Upazila, but by virtue of its  demonstrated positive efforts
to establish Human Rights and other related initiatives, it has been considered as a Branch of a level of a distract.
Citing the World Bank Report 2002, she said that it is universally acknowledged that inequalities are staying alive
in the economic, political and public welfare-oriented Institutions. She however termed this as not a natural disaster;
the problem that is there is manmade. She believed that problems of any kind can be resolved through the collected
efforts put in by all in the society. Regarding non-availability of the Manual, she expressed her disappointment
about why the Manual was not received at grassroots level. She labeled the Roundtable discussions as a step for-
ward for resolving problems of the grassroots level. The success is that so many elected women of the grassroots
in presence of the decision-makers were able to get together and raise their voice about the problems they faced. 
The Deputy Commissioner, Pirojpur, A K M Shamimul Huq Siddiqui said that without ensuring empowerment of
women along with that of men, no substantive development of the country could be achieved. It is necessary for
key players within and outside government to have a solid grasp of gender concepts and to understand how to use
them. This understanding will facilitate their work in integrating gender equality considerations into policies, pro-
grammes, projects and actions.

Different other speakers included the Upazila woman Vice Chairman, Fatima Yasmeen Poppy; Upazila Chairman,
S M Ahsan Habib; UP Chairmen and UP Members stressed that the elected women representatives should move
forward boldly to empowering them to participate in the policies and decision making process. They should be
capable of incorporating women’s concerns and needs in policies, sectoral plans and programmes.

Roundtable at Mymensingh  

The day-long Roundtable discussion meeting was held on 24 March 2014 at Mymensingh, attended by 86 partic-
ipants was chaired by the President of Mymensingh District branch of the BMP, Ms. Ferdous Ara Mahmuda Helen.
The Deputy Director, Local Government, Mymensingh, A H M Lokman was the chief guest in the meeting.  
In addition, Md. Ikramul Huq Tito, Mayor, Mymensigh Porashava; Kamruzzaman Mia, Upazial Nirbahi Officer;
Ataul Karim Khokon, General Secretary, Mymensigh Press Club; Masirunnessa, District Women Affairs Officer;
Jahangir Alam, Chairman, Char Iswardia UP; Fahima Begum, UP Member, Boyra UP; Atia Mansur, Councillor,
Mymensingh Pourashava; Journalists,  Kazi Sufia Akhter Shelly, Movement Secretary, the Central Committee,
Bangladesh Mahila Parishad  and the Programme Officers, Khurshida Bahar and Swarna  Sarmin also participated
in  the roundtable discussion meeting. 
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Kazi Sufia Akhter, Movement Secretary of Central Committee, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad delivered the opening
speech. Conveying her gratitude and thanks to the participants, she said that everywhere in the world the system
of local government is a veteran form of government contributing to the over-all national uplift. She said that the
infrastructural development of local government that is now seen was shaped through an evolutionary process of
various laws and ordnances passed in different points in time including the Bengal Village Chowkidari Law of
1870, the Bengal Pourashava Law in 1884, Bengal Self-rule Government Law in 1919, and the Basic Democracy
Law in 1959 in the regime of Pakistan. Thereafter, after emergence of Bangladesh, it was further consolidated
through the President’s Declarations no. 7 in 1972, President’s Declaration No. 22 in 1973, and Pourashava Law
in 1973 & Pourashava Amendments Law enacted in 1977 and Local Government Ordnance (Upazila Parishad in
1982. She in addition, shared a statistical comparison of women’s taking part in the election of the Union Parishad
from 1973 to 2011, which is shown below:

The Deputy Director, Local Government, Mymensingh and the Chief Guest of the workshop, A H M Lokman said
that a number of UP sub-committees are organized which generally consist of four members, relevant Government
service providers and various co-opted persons (e.g. school teacher). Each UP member is supposed to chair at
least one Standing Committee. The 2009 Union Parishad Act adds the requirement to form Ward assemblies which
shall meet at least twice per year and mandates that both planning and budgeting should be participatory from
2010 for all UP. The ward assemblies organized by the ward member are required to identify priorities for action,
raise awareness of local issues, monitor lists of beneficiaries of social welfare programmes and motivate partici-
pation in open budget and planning meetings.

UPs are all registered and a Ward Committee exits at each UP. The Committee is comprised of an elected men
representative and a woman Member acts as an Advisor. The minutes of the meetings of the Ward Committees are

Year of the 
UP election 

No. of 
Elected 

Chairmen 

Elected women 
members in the 

general seats 

Women’s 
reserved seats 

for women 

1973 01 nil nil 
1977 04 07 nil 
1984 04 nil nil 

1988 01 nil nil 
1992 15 20 nil 

1997 20 110 12,828 
2003 22 79 12,669 

2011 02 nil 13,719 
Source: Bangladesh Election Commission
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reviewed in the meeting of the UP. People living within the Ward is required to be convened together to identify
the problems of the area. Projects will be undertaken as the needs identified. The UP Secretary takes notes of the
identified problems discussed and put those in file for action. Depending on the budget of the UP, the projects un-
dertaken will be executed. Priority should be given to elected women representatives for involving her in imple-
mentation of the projects. And the bills for payment will be passed through joint signatures of the Chairman, the
Secretary and the Woman Member. Each Member of the UP should study the Manual and arrangement of training
should be organized for them. The precondition of achieving anything is the ability and the source of ability is ed-
ucation, money or influence. Education is the source of empowerment of common people. The woman who has
the gift of education will instinctively be able to acquire the rights. 

The Mayor of the Mymensigh Pourashava stressed the need of ensuring participation of women in all develop-
mental activities. He said that half of the population of Bangladesh is women, as such; the family, the society and
the country will eventually be developed if women are properly empowered. He advocated that the elected women
representatives should be given proper orientation through organizing training courses.

The UNO, Mymensigh Sadar called for women to achieve their rights, if necessary through organizing demon-
strations, meetings, assemblies, human chain, etc. The common people of the country should be informed of this
need. He continued saying that we will have to ensure transparency and accountably for each of our tasks accom-
plished and need to take steps to strengthen working modalities of the UPs for accelerating national development.
He commented that the country would be developed sooner if the Local Government was amply supported to im-
plement the projects at the grassroots level.

Different other speakers stressed that some progress has been made in terms of the political empowerment of
women and elected women representatives are proving their value in raising the concerns of women and poor, but
this programme should continue to support elected women representatives and potential elected women represen-
tatives to develop further, represent their constituencies well and amplify women’s voice so that women can ex-
ercise their rights to information and local services.

Roundtable in Dhaka Mohanagar 

The day-long Roundtable discussion meeting was held at the CIRDAP Auditorium in Dhaka which was attended
by 106 participants and chaired by the Vice-president of Dhaka Mohanagr District of the BMP, Saraban Tahura.
The Deputy Commissioner, Sheikh Yousuf Haroon was the chief guest. In addition, among others, the President
of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Ayesha Khanam; the General Secretary of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad,
Maleka Banu; the Joint General Secretary of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Rakhi Das Purokayostha; the Joint
General Secretary of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Sima Moslem; the Assistant General Secretary of the
Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Advocate Masuda Rehana Begum; and the Cultural Secretary, Bula Osman were
present. The workshop was conducted by the Assistant General Secretary, Central Committee of the Bangladesh
Mahila Parishad, Manju Dhar; while the key-note speech was presented by the Secretary, Movement of the BMP
Dhaka Mohanagar Branch, Laila Khaleda.

In her address of welcome, the General Secretary, Dhaka Mohanagor, Rehana Yunus pronounced that a strength-
ened, effective and workable Local Government is very vital for sustaining democracy in Bangladesh. Strength-
ening the structure & workability of Local Government is the leading and solid weapon for establishing the
Parliamentary democracy and good governance in the country, it was expected that a rapid change would be
brought in the political domain if a strengthened Local Government structure could be developed and sustained. 

The President of the Central Committee of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad and the Special Guest of the occasion,
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Ayesha Khanom expressed that it was very satisfying to note that women irrespective of their affiliation to various
political parties expressed similar needs and concerns for women jointly in this workshop and she wished that
same scenario of united move for women’s emancipation was witnessed also in the National Parliament. She added
that as citizens, we might belong to different political parties, but putting the party interests aside, if we could be
united for women’s movement, elimination of various problems faced by women could be quicker. Women’s prob-
lems at the grassroots and those at the central level were the same, for example, dishonour for women; no access
to opportunities of works; no involvement to implement responsibilities; no access to and control over resources;
no command over productive resources including education, land, information and financial resources; no power
to influence resource allocation and investment decisions in the home, in the community, and at the national level.
She drew the attention of the Deputy Commissioner to share these problems with the appropriate authority of the
LG Division of the Government. Women’s empowerment within government can take numerous forms. Some of
the more frequent activities consist of:

l strengthening provision for taking appropriate measures for addressing inequality of women are facing;
l increasing the number of women in decision making positions with government and the public sector;
l incorporating women’s concerns into the government planning and budgetary processes;
l integrating women’s needs and concerns in the planning cycles of the local government Institutions;
l plan and implement capacity building programmes for encouraging women’s participation in decision making

process at the grassroots and all other levels; and 
l building linkages and collaboration between Government and CSOs/NGOs for advancing the women’s equal-

ity agenda, especially women’s participation in decision making process.

In agreement with what said by the participants and addressing the elected women representatives, the Deputy
Commissioner said that for women’s empowerment and women to be politically powerful they should contest in
the general seats for demonstrating their willingness to work for the people unless the Government would decide
to have elected one man and one woman councillors in each Ward through enacting Law. We are pledged bound
to strengthen the Local Government, but the prime need is to first make the Local Government stronger in its
truest sense and then afterwards participation of women will be meaningful and their rights will eventually be en-
sured- he said. Practically, the Local Government at its current status is very limited to exercise its duties and re-
sponsibilities; inference of others than those of the Local Government should be stopped to transform the local
government into an autonomous body in reality.

In the Open Discussion session, different other representatives who spoke included laila Khaleda, Secretary, Move-
ment, BMP Mohanagar District; Shirin Roksana, Publicity Secretary Bangladesh Mahila Awami League & former
Commissioner, DCC; Syeda Marium Begum Sima, Former Commissioner, DCC; Advocate Nushrat Jahan; Milie
Zakaria, Candidate to the DCC Commissioner Election; Rina Naser Madhobi, former Commissioner, DCC; Nilufar
Yasmin Nilu, Assistant Organizing Secretary, Bnagladesh Jatiyotabadi Dal. They emphasized the need to create
enabling environment for the elected women representatives, those included:

l Working space for women representatives in the office;
l Ensuring allocation of work & budget for women representatives;
l Inclusion of women elected representatives in the DCC Standing Committees;
l Ensure appropriate implementation of Law concerning Local Government. If necessary, new Law is to be

promulgated to ensure women to work side by side with men; etc.
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Emerging issues for discussion

1. Clarity in understanding on empowering women at the grassroots level, particularly for the elected women
representatives for the officials working at the districts, Upazilas should be addressed;

2. Strengthening the existing institutional capacity for coordination and monitoring of the work processes to in-
volve women’s participation in the dispensation Union Parishad’s roles and responsibilities.

Recommendations from Roundtable discussion meeting 

1. Roles and responsibilities of the elected Women representatives should be clearly defined in manuals and or-
ders of local government. 

2. Works and budget should be fairly distributed among female and male members in such a way so that female
members can meaningfully participate in decision making process and keep their electoral promises.

3. There should be mandatory presence of women representatives in the Shalish meetings.
4. Motivational programs along with creating more opportunities for women in education, health care and em-

ployment should be launched.
5. Mass media should come forward to present the women’s issues and with the publication of their success

stories.
6. Ensure the presence of women representatives in each committee and sub-committee meetings.
7. The pressure of the central govt. on local govt. will have to be lessened. A transparent formula needs to be

put in place by which a significant amount of fund will be evolved to the union levels as a matter of right,
rather than as a function of central control.

8. More opportunities should be provided to women in participating leadership training, training on their roles
and responsibilities while working as elected representative. They should be encouraged through seminar,
movie & symposium etc. 

9. There is a need to conduct continuous views sharing meetings with local administration and political repre-
sentatives.

10. Bill board’s messages are creating public awareness on women’s emancipation and empowerment as a whole.
11. People able to know about women’s human and political rights. They are able to know about BMP’s initiatives

towards women’s human and political rights.
12. Constant campaign on women’s political empowerment by organizing meetings, workshops, seminars, and

roundtable.
13. From this program women’s political participation at local level gradually increases

Component 2.4 Development of Advocacy material

The Guidebook for elected women representative could not be produced. However, the activity will be carried
forward to the next plan period.

Accomplishment of the Component 2.5 Erection of Billboards

Under the Component 2.5, eleven Billboards were set up at the eleven locations that would have wide public vis-
ibility. The locations are at 1. Mohakhali,Opposite to ICDDR, B Dhaka; 2. Manik Mia Avenue, Dhaka; 3.Baroicha
Bus Stand, Belabo, Narsingdi; 4. Char Para Moar,  Mymensigh; 5. Ainuddin College Gate, Madhukhali, Fridpur;
6. Upazila Parishad, Singra Road, Phulbari, Natore; 7. Rupatoli Bus Stand, Barisal; 8. Old DC Office Road, Per-
ojepur; 9. Kaukhali Upazila Gate, Perojepur; 10. Town Hall, Barguna; and 11. Near Stadium Shilpokola, Sunam-
ganj.
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The Billboards were produced in two sizes, one was of 30 feet X 15 feet and the other was of 15 feet X 10 feet.
There are six messages in each of the billboards. The first message was written as the caption which read as:

Let us, irrespective of women and men move forward to build the society

1. The honorarium and conveyance for elected women Public Representatives of local Government will have
to be increased.

2. Budget for developmental works by elected women Public Representatives will have to be raised.
3. Build area-specific resistance against violence against women and social immorality
4. Oppose the onset of religious fundamentalism and communalism
5. Use of religion in politics will have to be stopped 

Component –III: Capacity Building of Women Representatives at Local Govt

The following activities were scheduled to implement under Component –III   during the reporting period:

Component  3.1 Development of Training Module
Component  3.2 Training of Trainers(ToT) for strengthening local govt.(Divisional level)
Component  3.3   Leadership training for Capacity Building of Women Representatives at Local Govt. 
Component 3.4 Publication of Training Report

Accomplishment of the Component 3.1 Development of Training Module 

Training Module has been prepared under the guidance of Central leaders of BMP. The Training of Trainers was
organized on 31 May and 01 June 2014 using the Module.

Accomplishment of the Component 3.3 Training of Trainers 

The Training of the Trainers was organized on 31 May and 01 June 2014 at the central office of the Bangladesh
Mahila Parishad at the ‘Sufia Kamal Bhaban’, Segun Bagicha, Dhaka with participation of 60 representatives
drawn from 10 districts of the project catchment area.

The objective of the training was to raise the capacity and skills of the elected women representatives and the or-
ganizers, which will eventually help to build appropriate leadership through organization of training courses at
the district level.

Central Committee Members of BMP facilitated the training programme. The topics discussed in the training pro-
gramme are:
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Participants were divided in four Groups; out of the four groups, one group was selected for providing feedback.

In addition, a feedback group was also formed from the participants.

The two days’ TOT was conducted through 13 sessions, of which, sessions were presented on the first day and the
second day.

Day 1 – Session 1: Socio-economic condition of the Local Government in the Rural
and Urban areas.

The session was facilitated by Kazi Sufia Akhter who at the beginning presented the socio-economic condition of
the Local Government exists in the rural and urban areas of the country. She then divided the participants in to

Purokayostha,
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groups to undertake group works in response to four questions given to them. These were:

1. How many types of tribes of people do live in the catchment area of the Local Government in the rural and
urban areas;

2. Who are the Public representatives live in the Local Government of the rural areas;
3. What kinds of LG Institutions are likely to be available in the Local Government of the rural & urban areas;
4. How many types of resources are likely to be available in the Local Government catchment of the rural &

urban areas?

The first group, named ‘Shapla’, comprising of the representatives of Sunamganj, Barisal, Natore, Mymensingh
and Barguna districts answered to all four questions; while the second group was named ‘Doyel’ comprised of
representatives of Perojepur, Madhukali, Kaukhali, Dhaka Mohanagar and Belabo districts. The answer to the
question 1 was: Who are the Public representatives live in the Local Government of the rural areas

1. Day Labourerss;
2. Farmers;
3. Fishermen
4. Van & rickshaw pullers;
5. Carpenter, potters & weavers;
6. Boatmen;
7. Barbers, tailors, coblers;
8. Employees (government & non-government;
9. Hawkers;
10. Business men;
11. Cottage Industries’ workers;
12. Beggars.

‘Shapla’ Group’s answer to question 2: Who are the Public representatives live in the Local Government of the
rural areas:

Tribes of people - Rural areas

1. Hindu;
2. Muslim;
3. Buddhist;
4. Christians;
5. Adivashi -Garo, Chakma. Saotal, Khasia;

Tribes of people - Urban areas

1. Service holders;
2. Workers;
3. Day labourers;
4. Advocates, doctors;
5. Industrialists;
6. Domestic aids;
7. Political workers;
8. Van & rickshaw pullers
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‘Shapla’ Group’s answers to question 2 about who are the Public representatives live in the Local Government of
the rural areas:
1. Member of Parliament;
2. Mayor of the City Corporation;
3. Chairman & Vice-chairmen –women & men of the Upazila Parishad;
4. Mayor of the Pourashava;
5. Councillors of Poushava- women & men;
6. Chairman, Zila Parishad;
7. Councillors of the City Corporation;
8. Chairman, Union Parishad;
9. Members of the UP reserved seats;
10. Members of the UP general seats.

‘Doyel’ Group’s answer to question 3 about what kinds of LG Institutions are likely to be available in the Local
Government of the rural & urban areas:
1. Educational institutions;
2. Community Clinics;
3. Hospitals;
4. Union Parishad Office;
5. Porashava Bhavan;
6. Upazial Parishad Bhavan;
7. Zila Parishad;
8. Department of Agricultural Extension;
9. Department of Women Affairs;
10. Social Welfare Office;
11. Hatbazar (Markets;
12. Project Implementation Office;
13. Public Health Engineering office;
14. Roads & Highways Office;
15. Upazila LGED Office;
16. PDB & REB Office;
17. Land Office;
18. Accounts Keeping Office;
19. Village Court;
20. Information Services Centre;
21. Statistical Office;and
22. Election Commission Office.

‘Doyel’ Group’s answer to question 4 on how many types of resources are likely to be available in the Local Gov-
ernment catchment of the rural & urban areas:
1. Rivers & canals;
2. Bridge & culverts;
3. Haor & Baor (water bodies
4. Hospital & Community Clinic
5. Hat-bazar; 
6. Children’s Park;
7. Ferry-ghat;
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8. Factories & Industries;
9. Forest resources;
10. Fisheries Resources;
11. Sands & Stones;
12. Livestock resources;
13. Population;
14. School & College;
15. Community Centre;
16. Pottery; and
17. Settlement village.

Thereafter, the Facilitator provided them with a basic concept of local Government. She said that in the Articles
9, 11, 59 and 60 of the Constitution contained the mentions of establishing Local Government and Democracy.
Article 11 stated that the effective participation of the people would have to be ensured in all spheres of adminis-
tration through the elected Public Representatives. the Article 59 stated that ‘Local government in every adminis-
trative unit of the republic shall be entrusted to bodies, composed of persons elected in accordance with law.
Everybody such as is referred to in clause (1 shall, subject to this Constitution and any other law, perform within
the appropriate administrative unit such functions as shall be prescribed by Act of parliament, which may include
functions relating to

l administration and the work of public officers;
l the maintenance of public order;
l the preparation and implementation of plans relating to public services and economic development’.

The Article 60 of the Constitution stated that ‘for the purpose of giving full effect to the provisions of article 59
Parliament shall, by law, confer powers on the local government bodies referred to in that article, including power
to impose taxes for local purposes, to prepare their budgets and to maintain funds’. It was discussed that Union
Parishad (UP) is the oldest instrument of local government with a history extending back to the 1870s when Village
Panchayets were introduced by British colonial rule to maintain law and order in rural areas with the help of local
people. It is currently the lowest tier of local government in rural areas and comprises a democratically elected
body of 12 members (of which three are reserved seats for women). Each union consists of nine wards each of
which elects one member. It organizes a number of UP sub-committees which generally consist of four members,
relevant Government service providers and various co-opted persons (e.g. school teacher)). Each UP member is
supposed to chair at least one Standing Committee. In fact as in other tiers, many of these Standing Committees
are not functioning.  In addition there are several General Committees concerned, for example, with disaster man-
agement, water and sanitation, Nari Nijatan Protirodh (protection against violence against women) Committee
and selection and distribution of relief and welfare. The 2009 Union Parishad Act adds the requirement to form
ward assemblies which shall meet at least twice per year and mandates that both planning and budgeting should
be participatory from 2010 for all UP. The ward assemblies organized by the ward member are required to identify
priorities for action, raise awareness of local issues, monitor lists of beneficiaries of social welfare programmes
and motivate participation in open budget and planning meetings.

Day 1 – Session 2: Goals and objectives of the local government Institutions in the

context of gender

The Vice–president of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Rekha Chowdhury facililitated the session, who said a
strengthened local government facilitates towards establishing democracy and good governance at the grassroots
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level. The goal and objective of the Local government is to continue the promised-bounded spirit of the elected
representatives for ensuring transparency and accountability to the local citizens.

Initiate efforts to ensure spontaneous and effective participation of local people in the all activities of the locality;
Arrange appropriate measures to fulfill fundamental needs of the local people and resolve problems locally; and
The LG Institutions should have undertaken the responsibility of ensuring security in general of the people and
facilitate accelerating the socio-economic growth of the people of the locality. 

Day 1 – Session 3: Roles of the local government to establish good governance and
democracy

The General Secretary of the BMP, Maleka Banu conducted the session who in defining democracy said that
democracy ensures free and equal right of every person to participate in a system of government, often practiced
by electing representatives of the people by the majority of the people. A democratic system of government is a
system of government based on the principle of majority decision-making and a democratic nation means a country
with a government that has been elected freely and equally by all its citizens.

Referring to good governance, she stressed that good governance is meant to be participatory, consensus oriented,
accountable, transparent, responsive, effective and efficient, equitable and inclusive and follows the rule of law.
Good governance assures that corruption is minimized, the views of minorities are taken into account and that the
voices of the most vulnerable in society are heard in decision-making. It is also responsive to the present and
future needs of society.

Day 1 – Session 4: Gender concepts and empowerment of women

The Facilitator of the session, the Joint General Secretary of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Sima Moslem said
that to have gained clarity on the concept gender, we will first have to learn about what sex actually means. In
fact, sex refers to the biological characteristics that define humans as female and male.  It refers to physical attrib-
utes pertaining to a person’s body contours, features, hormones, genes, chromosomes and reproductive organs.
Sex differences between females and males are natural and remain the same regardless of time and place.

On the other hand, Gender refers to attitudes, roles, behaviors and values assigned by culture and society to women
and men. These roles, attitudes, behaviours and values, which are culturally and socially determined, define the
behaviour of women and men and the relationship between them. Gender differences between women and men
vary over time and between places.

Day 1 – Session 5: Agriculture and the Woman, 

The responsibility of the Facilitator of this session was borne by the Vice-president of the Bangladesh Mahila
Parishad, Laxmi Chakravarty who reemphasized that the agriculture is the main contributor to the growth of our
national economy. In this connection, she said that the impotence of agriculture in unparallel. Referring the the
Bangladesh Statistical Handbook-2001, he disclosed that total number of workers was 6 crores3 lacs, 81% of which
was engaged in the rural areas and 68.5% of them were involved in the agriculture. Despite being the largest part
of the total population of the country, they are the victims of negligence and extortion. These unfortunate people
ignoring all natural calamities and all other obstacle & hindrances are kept playing the role to upkeep the economy
of the country. But their rights were never discussed and placed in the national policies; the government subsidy
kept for them was virtually not received by them. She stressed that both Union and Upazila Parishads must be thor-
oughly conversant to assess their plight and undertake appropriate measure to ameliorate their suffering.
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Group work and presentation

Four groups were given tasks for discussing 4 questions and their group-wise presentations were mentioned below:

Presentation to task 1: what are the problems faced by you in your workplaces and what do you think to resolve
those:

Group of Rokeya Shakhawat

Personal:

1. Not being properly evaluated as a woman;
2. Lack of confidence and insecurity;
3. No recognition for a job done;
4. Need of patriarchal attitude to be changed
5. Financial disparity

Institutional:

1. Institutional dignity is not shown at the Union level;
2. Women’s empowerment is absent at the political Institutions;
3. Lack of attitudinal change of government offices;
4. Disparity in wages for women workers;
5. Disparity in maternity leave for the garments’ workers;
6. Use of women in drug trafficking;
7. Acceptance of women’s leadership is not given in the family;
8. In case of women public representative, educational qualification is mandatory.

Group of Preetilota Waddeda

Personal:

1. Women Members’ views are never considered;
2. Works programme of the Local Government is not informed in right time;
3. Resolution of discussions led by women Members is not recorded;
4. Women Members are not invited to the Village Courts;
5. No fixed seating place for women Members;
6. No separate toilets;
7. Disparity in distribution of budget allocations;
8. Political party leaders’ pressure;
9. Inability to fulfill election promises;
10. Time of meeting is not informed on time;
11. Disparity in honorarium. Nothing is received from the local fund;
12. Non-receipt of Chairman’s cooperation at the time of doing some work. 

Institutional: 

1. No comfortable arrangement for sitting;
2. Men members work in an alliance;
3. Women Members views are not taken in decision making.

Remedial measures (personal;

1. Active participation is be ensured in all activities to have women’s contribution recognized;
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2. Need to be increasingly self-conscious about on-going activities/works programme;
3. The resolution is be read, understood and the signed; 
4. Women Members will have to attend the Village Courts at own initiatives.

Group of Sufia Kamal:

Personal:

1. Women are not valued;
2. Support needed to defend from illegitimate behaviours;
3. Proposal for sexual pestering;
4. To regard as contemptible by any means.

Institutional:

1. Budget allocation is not received;
2. Intimation of the Monthly meeting is not timely given;
3. nothing relating to budget is informed and views on it is entertained;
4. budget allocated projects is not virtually shared;
5. views relating to VGD, VGF, Old age allowance, Widow allowance are not entertained;
6. Signature is taken before the minutes of the meeting is written;
7. Men Members want to take more works to realize the election expenses;

Suggested actions for solution:

1. Organizing training courses for Chairmen and men Members is needed;
2. Each and every Member should be conversant with the Manual;
3. The Chairman must remain present in the Ward meeting;
4. Income heads of the budget should be openly informed;
5. Unity should persist among the women elected representatives;
6. Allocation  to each ward should mad on the basis of the population of ward concerned;
7. Attachment with Women organizations should be maintained.

Group of Monoroma Basu:

Personal:

1. No importance is given to views expressed;
2. Role of women Members is absent at the time of projects being adopted;
3. Despite being the Chair of the Standing Committee, signature is taken, but decisions are not made known.

Institutional:

1. Women-friendly environment is absent;
2. Lack of Peon & Ward boy;
3. Arrangement of stipend for women’s empowerment;
4. Income of the revenue heads should be increased, for example,The Union Parishad should authorized for 

leasing out hat-ghat and water bodies, etc.

Suggested solution:

1. For  views to be considered with importance, the rights given in the Constitutional and Legal procedures
should be carried out;
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2. The unity between men & women Members should be strengthened to become mutually associates to each
other;

3. The Standing Committee meetings should be convened & executed as per the Law.

Presentation to task 2: As a member of the Disaster Management Committee, what do you think that what

kind of steps can be adopted:

Group of Monoroma Basu

During the pre-disaster normal time:

1. Disaster pre-cautionary awareness is to be raised;

During the disaster:

1. Support to be provided including relief material is to be distributed to the affected people;

Post disaster period:

1. The highest efforts for personal, government & non-government cooperation is to be carried out to ameliorate
the sufferings.

Group of Sufia Kamal:

During the pre-disaster normal time:

1. Disaster-preparedness Budget provision should be kept ready;
2. Volunteers Groups to be formed and be trained to be efficient;
3. Identification of the shelters for use at the time of disasters.

During the disaster:

1. Miking to alert people;
2. Ensure food, healthcare & security;
3. Receiving all time cooperation of the Volunteers Groups.

Post disaster period:

1. Arrange rehabilitation;
2. Ensure facilities to provide healthcare.

Group of Rokeya Shakhawat

During the pre-disaster normal time:

1. Training is ti be imparted on Disaster Mangement;
2. Establishment of Fire Service Station;
3. Ambulance, Lab via system in the Community Clinic.

During the disaster:

1. Arrangement of miking to alert people and Shelters for evacuating affected people;
2. Involving Imams with the disaster Management Committees;
3. Arrangement of frequent training courses by the BMP.
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Group of Preetilota Waddedas

1. The group recommended that the common people should prepared for facing the calamities and made aware
about necessary actions to carried out at the time of the disaster and should be advised to keep their moral
courage high.

Presentation to task 3: what types of steps can be taken to facilities fo improving education and healthcare:

The  Rokeya Shakhawat group recommended that

1. Holding of courtyard and sharing meetings can be organized;
2. Video conference can be organized through using projector;
3. Taking help of the Health workers of the area;
4. Lobbying is the carried out with the doctors’
5. House to house visits to be conducted to convince families to send their drop out children to schools again;
6. Training should be organized to stop child marriage in the Dalit and harijon communities.

The Sufia Kamal group recommended that

1. Undertake supervisory visits to schools to observe that the teachers are teaching the students properly;
2. Supervision of the stipend given for education;
3. Steps to be taken stop teasing of girl-students & women-teachers;
4. Supervising the Health Centre (community Clinics:
5. Ensure that the medicines are properly distributed;
6. Making people aware for sanitation & personal hygiene practices. 

The Monoroma Basu Group recommended that

1. Raising awareness on the usefulness of education and need fo good health can ensure the improvemen.

Only 1. Rokeya Shakhawat  Gruop and 2. Sufia Kamal Group responded to the question 4 about what kinds of fu-
ture plan can be taken for development of the people of your area:

1.1 Arrangement of training for girls/women;
1.2 Sharing meetings with the Community Police;
1.3 Organizing various types of area-based training courses;
1.4 Training the youths of the area;
2.1 Infrastructure-based development, like roads, bridges, etc;
2.2 Strengthening the Women Repression Prevention Committee;
2.3 Holding regular meetings with students and their parents for development the educational Institutions;
2.4 Creating contamination-free & violence-free environment;
2.5 Strengthening actions for maintaining Law & Order;
2.6 Elimination of the disparity between women and men.

Day 1 – Session 6: Equality between woman and man and the CEDAW

The President of the Central Committee of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Ayesha Khanam facilitated the session.
The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), adopted in 1979
by the UN General Assembly, is often described as an international bill of rights for women. Consisting of a pre-
amble and 30 articles, it defines what constitutes discrimination against women and sets up an agenda for national
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action to end such discrimination.

By accepting the Convention, States commit themselves to undertake a series of measures to end discrimination
against women in all forms, including:

l To incorporate the principle of equality of men and women in their legal system, abolish all discriminatory
laws and adopt appropriate ones prohibiting discrimination against women; 

l To establish tribunals and other public institutions to ensure the effective protection of women against dis-
crimination; and 

l To ensure elimination of all acts of discrimination against women by persons, organizations or enterprises. 

Countries that have ratified or acceded to the Convention are legally bound to put its provisions into practice.
They are also committed to submit national reports, at least every four years, on measures they have taken to com-
ply with their treaty obligations. Bangladesh, a signatory to the Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Dis-
crimination against Women (CEDAW) and Beijing Platform for Action (BPFA) has been committed in attaining
the objectives of ensuring gender equality and empowerment of women. Bangladesh Government has been actively
engaged in formulating proactive policies and taking affirmative action for accelerating the implementation process
in achieving the goal of holistic empowerment of women.

At least every four years, the States parties are expected to submit a national report to the Committee, indicating
the measures they have adopted to give effect to the provisions of the Convention. During its annual session, the
Committee members discuss these reports with the Government representatives and explore with them areas for
further action by the specific country. The Committee also makes general recommendations to the States parties
on matters concerning the elimination of discrimination against women.  She also explained the process of the
preparation of an ‘Alternative Report’ to supplement the Government Report.

Day 1 – Session 7: Prevention of violence against women and the Family Law

The session was conducted by the Assistant General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Bangladesh Mahila
Parishad, Adv. Masuda Rehana Begum. She shared and explained a few of the Laws related to women affairs,
such as, the Suppression of Violence against Women and Children Act, 2000 (Amended in 2003); The Muslim
Marriage and Divorces (Registration) Act, 1974; The Dowry Prohibition Act, 2010; the Family Court Ordinance,
1985; the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance, 1961; the Hindu Women’s Rights to Property Act, 1937; the Married
Women’s Property Act, 1874; the Special Marriage Act, 1872; the Christian Marriage Act, 1872; the Muslim Mar-
riage and Divorce Registration Rules, 1975 and the Muslim Family Laws Rules, 1961, etc. 

She said that in preventing violence against women, legislations are in place - Prevention of Cruelty to Women
and Children Act, Acid Crime Control Act, Dowry Prohibition Act, Child Marriage Restraint Act etc. The draft
Bill on Prevention of Domestic Violence is at the stage of finalization and steps are being taken to enact the same
shortly. The Hon’ble High Court Division of Supreme Court of Bangladesh has recently given directives detailing
a set of guidelines for action in cases of sexual harassment of women in academic institutions, workplaces and or-
ganizations. Steps are being taken to implement the directives of the Hon’able Court.

Day 1 – Session 8: Accounts keeping and revenue collection

The session was conducted by the Financial Secretary of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Dil Afroze Begum and
Ajoy Shankar Dey, Director, Finance & administration; discussed about the importance of the process of financial
management and Accounts keeping by the Union Parishad.  
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Day 2: Five more sessions were conducted and discussed; these were:

1. Formulation of development planning concerned with local Government;
2. Preparation of budget for bringing equality;
3. Role of the officials of the local administration in the Local government;
4. Declarations of the Universal Human Rights; and
5. Environment, Women and Disaster Management.

Day 2- Session 9: Formulation of development planning concerned with local Gov-
ernment planning concerned with local Government

The session was facilitated by the Project Coordinator, Khodeza Akter Nazma who discussed the planning con-
cerned with the local Government in details. Addressing the participants, she said that Bangladesh Mahila Parishad
has been involved in working with the Local Government; a plan of work is essential before on setting the imple-
mentation. The preparation taken immediately before commencement of activities is generally termed as planning.
A specific plan is necessary about the types of work to be executed on whether the development of an area or of
the people of the area should be undertaken. It is to be identified about what types of planning is needed to decide
at what period of time and the participation of who are essential to ensure effectiveness of the work done. She de-
scribed in details the type of planning, importance of the participation of the local people, tenure of the UP planning,
principles of planning, Planning committee, exchange meetings, selection of priorities, steps of planning, etc.

Day 2- Session 10: Preparation of budget to lead to equality;

The Director, Advocacy & Lobby of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Jana Goswami facilitated the session who
said that preparation of budget is an important subject. Our women representatives express their curiosity about
what & why is happening in the budget. She said that to know about budget, we need to know what a budget ac-
tually stands for. Budget is the most urgent part of a project to have the planned activities implemented. The Na-
tional Budget of the Government is meant to be the annual accounts of the expected income and expenditure. It is
viewed in a narrow vision, if it is only seen as accounts of income and expenditure; but, practically, the national
budget is the principles and strategies for development planning. The development planning is comprised of long
term, mid-term and short-term planning, for example, the Vision 2021, the Fifth Five Year Plan, and the Annual
Development plan, etc.  The national budget is in fact the long term, mid-term and short-term the strategies of
Government principles. The budget of Bangladesh Government has two segments, one is the Revenue budget and
the other is the Development budget, the Development budget is usually known as Annual Development Pro-
gramme. The Revenue budget is the balance sheet of Government’s own income and expenditure. New develop-
ment projects like those of construction of roads-highways; school-college, electricity & gas and infrastructure
are not included in the revenue budget. Expenditure of development projects, like these are met by the excess
amount of the revenue budget and funding received from various sources of home and abroad as loans and grants.
She explained in details about what and why is budget, reflection of equality in the budget, the equity in the budget,
gender responsive budget, budget for the local Government and Local Governance Support Project, LGSP-2, etc.

The General Secretary of the Mymensingh branch, BMP Munira Begum Anu through using the Flip Chart, pre-
sented a brief description of the concept on the directions as contained in the Manual about some of the responsi-
bilities of the elected representatives of the reserved seats.
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‘Reserved seats’

l As the Chairman of the Committee, necessary measures will be adopted for the welfare of women  & children
of the concerned area included prevention of repression of women and children and dowry & acid throwing
and control of child marriage; 

l Will act as an Adviser of the Law and Order and Disaster Management Committees of the Ward;
l Will act as Chairman of the one-third of the Union Parishad Standing Committees and President of the one-

third of all Project Committees;
l Whenever required, will carry out other responsibilities as desired/directed by the Government and the Union

Parishad; 
l Besides this, in accordance with the ‘Gram Sarkar’ (Village Government) Law 2oo3, will act as an Adviser

of all the Gram Sarkars functioning in the area of the reserved seat and will organize preventive united meas-
ures against incidences of crimes relating to violence against women, terrorism, theft, dacoit, etc. including
maintaining smooth law and order and regarding all these, will submit a report to the Union Parishad.

Day 2- Session 11: Role of the officials of the local administration in the Local
Government

The session was facilitated by the Director (Administration), Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Abujor Sobhani. Be-
ginning his discussions on the role of the officials of the local administration, Sobhani stressed on good governance
of the local government, saying that it ensures upholding of good working relations, continuation of the flow of
information & communication and up keeping the social interaction among all involved partners of the local level.
The theory of governance is, in fact, a widespread area under discussion and this is not at all a recent perception.
This is a theory as old as the human civilization. But to speak about it in its simplest form, governance corresponds
to the process of decision making. This is exactly executed through ensuring participation of all tiers of the society
in making the decision. Now the two words, the rule and the good governance are being widely talked about; the
Government is the prime agency to take actions, at the local level, agencies those are connected with governance
are, among others, owners of the land, Cooperative Societies, NGOs, Community-based organizations, religious
leaders, financial institutions and political parties, etc.  Being a Participatory process with undisputed decision, he
said that good governance was essentially being 3. Duty bound, 4. Transparent and would compulsorily require
Reporting. In execution of an assignment, it yields successful and effective end result. It possesses equitable dis-
pensing of justice and widespread outlook and appropriated pragmatic implementation of the law. He then dis-
cussed and described in details about the Local Government Division; Zila Parishad and its functions; the
responsibilities and functions of the Deputy Commissioner; the government’s projects in the local administration;
role of Governance Wing; Upazila Parishad and  role and responsibilities of the Upazila Nirbahi Officer; the Union
Parishad and role and responsibilities of the Chairmen of the Union Parishads; the City Corporation and the office
of the Chief Executive Officer; the Pourashava and its Administrative Section, etc. 

Day 2- Session 12: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights; 

The session was facilitated by the Joint General Secretary of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Rakhi Das
Purkayastha and she discussed topics relating to the Constitution, Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and
Beijing Platform for Action, National Policy of Women’s Advancement, etc. She said that the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR) is a milestone document in the history of human rights. It was proclaimed by the United
Nations General Assembly in Paris on 10 December 1948 as a common standard of achievements for all peoples
and all nations. It sets out, for the first time, fundamental human rights to be universally protected. The basic mes-
sage of the Declaration is that all human beings are independent by birth. All states are compelled and obliged to
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protect the fundamental human rights included food, cloth, education, medical care, shelter and security, etc. While
talking of the Universal Human Rights adopted in 1948, we might compare about what has so far been achieved
in fulfillment of the basic rights of the citizens of our country. Our government is obliged to provide a statement
of implementation of the committed basic rights protected until 2o14. This obligation of the Government about
stating of what has been given to the human resources is actually the declaration of the Human Rights. One other
issue that has been talked in the Declaration is Right of free speech.  She described the details of the 3o Articles
contained in the Declaration with a reference to the rights of women included in the Articles of the Constitution
of Bangladesh complementary to the Declaration of the Human Rights.

Day 2- Session 13: Environment, Women and Disaster Management.

The responsibility of the facilitator of the session was carried out by the Movement Secretary of the Central Com-
mittee of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Kazi Sufia Akhter. She said that at its beginning, people did not have
thought about environment; when people happened to be the victims of river erosion that compelled them to
migrate from one place to the safer places, only then in 196o, environment was included in the development issues.
As consequences of hazardous disasters, people realized that the topic of environment was required to be brought
with total development process. Women’s link with the environment is inextricably connected, rigourously attached
and very intimately related. She discussed various issues including the classification of the environment and what
they are; the severity of the pollution of the environment; women, nature and the environment;  UN statistics re-
lating to the environment; Disaster management; what is the disaster and causes of disaster; Union Disaster Man-
agement Committee &  meeting of the Committee; roles  and responsibilities of the Union Disaster Management
Committee and measures to be taken during the normal period, during the time of disaster and post disaster period;
actions needed for alert-warnings and responsibilities of the Union Parishad members, irrespective of women and
men.

Day 2 Groups’ presentation: Groups were given three questions to discuss and record their recommendations.
The questions are:

Question 1: Are there any risks to implement the programme of strengthening the Local Government through
empowerment of grassroots women; what are those:

1. Interference of the political parties;
2. Interference of the administration;
3. Unlawful interference;
4. No credibility given to the women representatives;
5. Insufficient budget;
6. Lack of self-confidence and efficiency;
7. cannot respond to disagreeable pester;
8. Men’s noncooperation;
9. Ignorant of the scope of work;
10. Patriarchal attitude & mentality;
11. Fundamentalism;
12. Superstitions;
13. Elected women representatives want payments to participate in the activities of the programme;
14. Political disturbances & turmoil ;
15. Lack of unity among elected women representatives;
16. Difference between the works of Union Parishad & Pourashava;
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17. Prevailed non-cooperation between Chairmen and elected men representatives;
18. Further trainings regarding the project are needed for the organizers;
19. Participation of educated women representatives is comparatively low;
20. Arrangement for organizing training courses for men & women UP members;
21. Carry on Advocacy lobbying with the Chairmen.

Question 2: write down your views and opinions about this project
1. Free from political interference;
2. Uninhibited obstruction of the administration;
3. Unlawful interference;
4. Promote importance of the omen representatives;
5. Increase amount of money in the allocation of budget;
6. Keep one-third of the budget allocation reserved for women;
7. Foster self-confidence and efficiency;
8. Self-initiative to come forward to participate in all activities;
9. Educated women are required to be elected;
10. All elected women representatives will have to remain united;
11. At the time of putting signature, minutes should be carefully read and understood;
12. Own responsibilities should be appropriately carried out;
13. Works to be executed in a women-friendly environment.

Question 3: what are the subject-matters you expect to know in the Information Guide?
1. Expect to receive the Manual of the Union Parishad in a book form;
2. Organize training for women Vice Chairmen using the Upazial Parishad Manual;
3. Arrange to share the updated information with the Public Representatives on daily basis;
4. Ensure distribution of copies of the CEDAW and those the National Policy on Women;
5. Wish for being acquainted with the terms of reference of the elected Public Representatives;
6. Desire to be familiar with how women’s responsibilities for  execution of assigned work could further strength-

ened;
7. Desire to know women’s rights clearly and categorically;
8. Willing to know about where and how the services are obtained;
9. Terms of Reference of the elected Public Representatives;
10. Want to be informed of the topics to undertake advocacy;
11. Want to be conversant with the rules & regulation of budget;
12. Law relating to the Local Government;
13. Ward Meeting;
14. Village Courts;
15. Punishments prescribed in the Family Law; and
16. Interested to be informed of how to respond to the election promises to the public of the locality,
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At the conclusion of the workshop, certificates were distributed to the participants by the President of the Central
Committee, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, Ayesha Khanam. In her presidential speech, she said that the elected
local government representatives should not have detached them from the on-going political crisis of the country.
Many a times, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad had held political policy dialogues and thematic discussions with the
stream of politics that has been flown at the centre. She posed a question to the women public representatives’
asking them that were it only because of the dearth of money for which they were not able to carry on programme
of activities. The circular that is usually issued in English also creates a big problem; inadequate education is also
a problem. She expressed that need to knowing the self was much important, one had to be increasingly aware
and someone had to have achieved self efficiency. She recommended continuing to be associated with a strong
network and a tough women’s organization. In course of speaking of her depressing experience, she said that be-

Momota Sikder, UP Member, Kawkhali.

Drawing attention of all present, the Union Parishad Member, Momota Sikder said that she had
been working for the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad for long last 16 years and commented that all
men were not evil, women also possesses the patriarchal attitude. She mentioned that many Public
Representatives, who participated in the training course expressed that the lack of budget allocation
hampered execution of project functions, but it was not always the truth that money was not always
the factor for taking on works. Her experience of working with the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad
for long prompted to assert that it had been working as entirely as a Voluntary Organization for the
advancement of women. She, as a member of the Union Parishad and as an organizer of the
Bangladesh Mahila Parishad used to rush to wherever she was called for assistance. It means that
someone is required to be self-conscious and to have one’s mentality changed. It is not always ac-
ceptable to term all the chairmen as wicked; she disclosed that the chairman of her Union, Abu
Syed Miah is a very decent a person. Whatever government allocations including the KABIKHA
are received, he distributes works unanimously with having views of all. This time, Momota Sikder
has executed a work of KABIKHA; when she was asked by her chairman whether she was able to
perform, she replied, saying, ‘I am an elected public representative of three Wards and am certainly
capable of performing. She further added saying that she could get the most spacious road con-
structed than those were constructed by many men public representatives of the Union. She con-
cluded her speech with deep articulation of her optimism of the likelihood that chairmen like the
one of her Union would be elected everywhere in the communities.

Minara Begum, the Panel Mayor, Pirojpur

In her feedback, Minara Begum admitted that she was benefitted from the workshop contributed to
learn many things including Laws, details of financial management, etc. relating to administering
the Union Parishad, the Upazial Parishad, the Porashava & the City Corporations. She has been
performing as the Panel Mayor of the Perojepur Pourashava for 30 years last. But, because of the
political problems, she could not have obtained any legal cooperation. She expressed her worries
and reservations that she would not be capable of applying the lessons learned in this workshop.
She appealed the central leadership of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad for extending their support
& cooperation to her to have applied the lessons learned in the workshop.

Feedback on the Training programme :
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cause of political non-cooperation, national women movements could not have marched forward appropriately.
She called upon the elected public representatives to stand by the side of the other. Others should listen to whom
who could read. Both of women and men are the victims of disparity. Disparity could even be produced between
two women. Men are even executing many of duties and responsibilities to be actually done by women. Men are
not only responsible for the situation that is currently prevailing; the patriarchal attitude persisting in the society
is the real reason. She gave a clarion call to all to stay beside the women involved in agriculture. Bangladesh
Mahila Parishad is not able to provide financial support, it is in fact a partner to assist and guide. She said, for ex-
ample that money is not always required to prevent women’s repression, what is actually needed is to stand beside.
Environmentalists continue to mobilize agreement against weapons globally; the nuclear bombs are damaging the
environment. Whatever resources we have, we need to expend that responsibly and with obligation. Women’s
movement speaks of transparency and equal rights. It is told that these create inconvenience in directing the gov-
ernance of the country. Currently, communalism has been added to it as an incurable disease. Who would resolve
the disaster and the communalism those have been created by politics. In this connection, she addressed the elected
public representatives to face the political catastrophe, irrespective of their presence in the Union Parishads, the
Upazilla Parishads, the Porashavas and the City Corporations. On behalf of the Bangladesh Mahila Parishad, this
is a very solid, clear-cut and straightforward statement. She further said that all of us, in own localities, should
start and continue interaction with women involved in agriculture. As elected public representatives, hands of sup-
port are required to be extended to them for assistance. She underscored the assurances that, Bangladesh Mahila
Parishad will continue to work as a facilitating partner. The women’s movement is against those structures and
the cultures that kept back the elected public representatives marginalized. Bangladesh Mahila Parishad is sowing
the seeds for the future; comparing the grassroots women with the spongy green grasses, she said that as the grasses
are never be vanished if even burnt by fire and it again sprouts in the same way; likewise, the grassroots women
will never be gone astray. The president stressed that it is the responsibility of the public representatives to leading
the way for the grassroots women. Bangladesh Mahila Parishad is a recognized power to have achieved women’s
empowerment in the social and political sectors. Moving forward is necessary by dint of whatever little positive
progress is accomplished. The recommendations gathered from the public representatives will be conveyed and
shared with the media and to the Government. The President concluded her address saying that a time will soon
appear when the Government and the State will be compelled to let the women have their rights recognized.

Accomplishment of the Component -IV: Research and Monitoring

Under this component, the following activities were scheduled to implement during the reporting year:

Component  4.3 Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) 
Component  4.4   Filed Visits

Component 4.3 Focus Group Discussions (FGDs)  

Under the component of monitoring and research, Bangladesh Mahila Parishad has organized 31 Focus Group
Discussions (FGDs) in 8 districts (Dhaka, Natore, Kaukhali, Belabo, Madhukhali, Barisal, Pirojpur, Sunamganj).
The total numbers of participants were 672. In order to further accelerate women’s participation in local govt.
power structure, the participants stressed the need of continued advocacy with different stakeholders. They also
expected that the elected women should come forward to prevent violence against women, stop child marriage,
dowry system, violence in families, social arbitration related to women, stop human trafficking and fatwa etc. For
this purpose BMP contributed significantly to sensitize and mobilize women and other stakeholders towards ef-
fective participation of women in the political power structures. 
The following outcomes were mainly generated from Focus Group Discussions (FGDs):
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l Awareness of the general mass, particularly those of women, relating to the taking part in the political activities
at the grassroots level was raised at a level where FGDs were seen as a right to be heard;

l Networking and sharing of common concerns had increased conciseness in women. These had eventually fa-
cilitated them to  visit & contact with the local Government Offices, liaising with the local UP Chairmen and
Members to have their issues negotiated by their own selves;

l Participation of women in decision-making for their own  families had enhanced to freely articulate their
views and judgment;

l Women were made competent to use their franchise and casting their votes freely and without influence. 

Component 4.4 Field Visit

The target of Field visits was set at 30 during the reporting period; 27 visits were undertaken to 10 districts of the
project catchment area. However, 3 visits could not be executed, because of the dearth of suitable time and heavy
engagement to respond to other priorities. The remaining visits will be carried forward to the next plan period of
the project.

Graphical presentation of activities under different components

1.1. Sharing with community grassroots women & other stakeholders of the community
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1.2. Sharing with elected Public representatives at the grassroots level

1.2. Discussion meetings with local Administration
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1.3. Sharing with the local media

2.1.Workshops at the local level
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2.2. Roundtable meetings held at the districts

4.3. FGDs in the districts
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achievement of sharing meetings against the target for the year
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Chapter  V

Lessons learned

Bangladesh Mahila Parishad identified some lessons learned from the Sharing meetings, the Work-

shop, the Roundtable. These are:

l The women can directly participate in all elections at the national level and local level Government. One-
third of the local government seats of members were reserved for women who will be elected by the direct
vote of the people. This has become a mile stone for women’s participation in the political empowerment
process; 

l Awareness raising programme through the sharing meetings organized for stakeholders at different levels
contributed to improving women’s social status and dignity, importance of women’s participation in the de-
cision-making process, responsibility of keeping social harmony and peace, discouraging child marriage,
gradual change in social and cultural norms;

l Awareness raising activities to change stereotype attitude and norms about roles and responsibilities of women
and men in family and society should be continued until women are adequately empowered;

l Progress in the area of gender governance is significant. There is an increasing awareness about the need to
integrate gender concerns;

l The introduction of direct election to the reserved seats is undoubtedly a breakthrough for women in
Bangladesh. In no other way could these women have moved in to these institutions and participated in them; 

l Due to negative attitude and prejudiced notions towards female representatives, most of the UP Chairmen do
not give priority to women members and   consider them less competent than those of male. Their requests
and words do not get much importance.  As a result the elected women members have very limited scope to
influence decisions;

l The roles and responsibilities of women LG representatives are not clearly defined in the manuals;
l Patriarchy as a system, a dogma and practice create impacts in different ways on the lives of women wherever

they are. Patriarchal attitude become so embedded that they are taken as natural. The patriarchal society en-
forces rules and laws in such ways that affect the self-confidence of women, limit their access on resources
and information and thus keep them in a lower status than men;

l Education is the strongest factor influencing women’s control of their own fate; Lack of common people’s
awareness regarding women’s political rights, gender discrimination, and sexual harassment contributes to
the situation;

l Provisions have been introduced to encourage women’s participation in elections including separate voting
booths which ensure separate queues;

l A provision has been taken up in the Union Parishad Act with the requirement to hold Ward Assemblies twice
in a year. Such programmes either directly target women (e.g. encouraging them to actively participate in
various Committees including UP Standing Committees, School Management Committees etc.) or have a
strong gender element which requires the programme to ensure participation of women and which is integrated
in monitoring systems. Despite the participation of women in these ‘invited spaces’ at the local level it can
still be said that this is limited and may be marginalized or manipulated;

l ‘Reserved seats’ can create a situation of ‘tokenism’ while on the other, they are perceived as essential means
to mitigate the structural barriers to equitable participation by women. Women elected to reserved seat them-
selves feel that they are often regarded as ‘second class’ representatives, feel they have limited power and
that reserved seats are not viewed as credible positions. However, there is a big difference between reserved
seats which are elected and those which are nominated;
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l As reserved seat members, women are directly elected by the electorate from three wards, their constituencies
are three times the size of the general seat members but women members have not been provided with cor-
responding powers, functions or resources;

However, it is quite evident that by implementing the project in 10 selected districts, BMP has created vast com-
munity awareness on women’s political rights as well as disseminating the messages regarding the critical issues
which are hindering meaningful participation of women in the local government process. In addition, the Parishad
is so influential that Government invited it to discuss women’s perspectives and how to address these in state
policy and programmes. This experience prompted to assure that the project of ‘Strengthening Local Government
through grassroots Women’ will arrive at its desired goals through unified efforts and advocacy approaches through
networking organizations scattered all over the country.
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Chapter  VI
Challenges and Policy Recommendations towards meaningful
participation of Women in Local Government

Challenges:

Some of the major challenges towards women’s participation in local government include the following: 

l The women elected representatives continue to face many problems including resistance from their men coun-
terparts. Even the government orders in assigning specific functions to women elected members to have
mandatory membership of some specific Committees like the project implementation could not help improv-
ing the situation. As a matter of fact, the legal framework for women’s participation continues to be unclear
and compliance with these provisions is not strictly maintained;

l Lack of adequate opportunity support and cooperation from family and society for participation of Women
in political activities and electoral process.

l Elected women representatives could not play their exact role in the local political power structure due to
lack of proper education and  training,  lack of access to resource and information and financial hardship.

l Lack of clear cut definition of the role and function of the women representatives elected in the reserve seats.
This provides confusion regarding the tasks of newly elected women members and creates the scope for the
Chairmen to exclude women form UP functions as well as fund allocation

l Democratic process to be followed from National to local level good governance, with transparency and ac-
countability to ensured.

l Use of religion in politics and rise of fundamentalist and conservative force in local government is alarming.
l Unholy alliance of democratic force and fundamentalist force in local government election.
l The political environment is not friendly enough to support the elected women members to discharge their

responsibilities properly. Some male members/chairmen have negative attitude towards them.
l The women elected representatives are partially aware of their formally prescribed responsibilities as because

there are no operational guidelines and terms of reference in this respect.
l Due to insecurity, the women members cannot take part in Shalish held at night.
l Lack of integrity and dishonesty in leadership is one of the critical factors for the failure of service delivery

in local government. As a result, some of the most commonly expected services are not provided by the
elected women members.

l Relationship between local administration and elected women representatives is characterized by mutual mis-
trust and this sometimes hampers to discharge the official functions effectively. 

l Government officials located at union /upazilla level answerable only to their own line departments and do
not consult with local govt. representatives let alone the women representatives.

l MPs are only expected to perform a relatively minor and advisory role in local govt. level but in practice
their influence in UP and UZP is much more wide-ranging which hampers administrative independency. 

l Lack of gender sensitive policies and gender sensitive budget are hindering women’s participation in local
political power structure.
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Policy Recommendations 

To ensure effective participation of women in local government political process and thereby eliminating obstacles to
women’s development and empowerment, the following policy recommendations may be taken into consideration:
1. Ensuring that women’s representation is legitimate and not a continuation of the male dominance through

election/selection of some influential man’s relatives. 
2. To raise awareness among the women about their low status in society, motivational programs along with

creating more opportunities for education, health care and employment should be launched. Awareness pro-
grams such on family planning, health, crime prevention etc. should be conducted. 

3. Mass media should be used to educate and mobilize public opinion in such a way so that the realization about
the benefits of women’s full participation in political process is created among people. More roundtable con-
ferences and dialogues are needed to organize with the participation of media people. There is a need to make
necessary homework to identify the areas of collaboration with media. The media should publish more success
stories on women.

4. There must be a sustained campaign and advocacy on status, conditions and rights of women as envisaged in
the Constitution and there should be a regular monitoring and reporting system. 

5. Greater awareness campaign is needed for raising the voice of the society about women’s human and political
rights.  Social maladies are needed to repair by formulating effective law and policy.

6. There is also urgent need to undertake research and studies on women’s participation in politics, their voting
behavior, consciousness and participation in the political parties.

7. In order to provide better services, there is a need of effective coordination among local govt. representatives
and govt. officials. An appropriate policy and corresponding rules and regulations to improve the relationship
between govt. agencies and representatives of local govt. is needed to formulate.

8. Roles and responsibilities of the elected women representatives should be clearly defined in the manuals and
orders of local government. 

9. There should be mandatory presence of women representatives in the Shalish meetings.
10. The pressure of the central govt. on local govt. will have to be lessened. A transparent formula needs to be

put in place by which a significant amount of fund will be devolved to the union levels as a matter of right,
rather than as a function of central control.

11. Works and budget should be fairly distributed among female and male members in such a way so that elected
female members can meaningfully keep their electoral promises. Preparation of budget should be based on
the opinions of all stakeholders including women representatives.

12. The influence of black money in politics and election is needed to stop for paving the way of women’s greater
participation in politics.

13. More opportunities should be provided to women in participating leadership training, training on their roles
and responsibilities while working as a local government representative. They should be encouraged through
seminar, movie & symposium etc.   

14. In each political tier of govt., 33% women participation should be ensured.
15. Gender sensitive policies and gender sensitive budget need to be enacted.
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